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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Humans have always seemed fascinated with the thought of flight as numerous. 

historical descriptions report. Greek mythology details the story of Daedalus and.his son 

Icarus, who designed wings of waxed feathers attached to their bodies. However, 

Daedalus was cautious and warned his son not to soar too close to the sun because of the 

dangerous heat and the resultant softening of the wax. The escape from the island was 

successful, however, Icarus, carried away by the moment, flew too near the sun and 

suffered the penalty (Dehart, 1985} Similar stories abound in many different cultures 

over the centuries. Apollo flew across the sky in a chariot carrying the sun, and even 

more recently is the tale of Santa Claus who rides through the sky annually in his sleigh. 

Aviation, separated from mythology, is a relatively new phenomenon that is often 

associated with the early part of this century and normally identified with heavier-than-air 

vehicles. Human flight actually began much earlier in lighter-than-air balloons filled with 

hot air. The Montgolfier brothers of France experimented with small pieces of cloth, filled 

with smoke. As they watched their invention drift toward the ceiling, they discovered the 

first lighter-than-air flight platform (Cohen, 1942). 
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The first flight with occupants carried animals rather than humans. In 1 783 the 

Montgolfier brothers sent a chicken, a duck, and then a sheep aloft in a hot-air balloon. 

Encouraged by their success, they sent the first human being, Piatre de Rozier, aloft just 

one month later, tethered below a large smoke-filled balloon (Cohen, 1942). Truly, this 

was the first manned flight. People had started to realize a dream that had captured the 

imagination of an untold multitude for centuries. Ironically, the first person in flight was 

later to be the first aviation fatality. Two years passed with no fatal accidents in 

ballooning until 1785 when de Rozier attempted an experimental flight in a combined 

hydrogen and hot-air flight. He and a passenger were killed because of the explosion that 

resulted when de Rozier attempted to light the fire (Armstrong, 1939). 

The human dream of flight was bounded by the reality that limitations exist. 

Balloon flights began to gain new heights, especially when J.A.C. Charles introduced 

hydrogen into the balloon replacing hot air. Later in 1783, his hydrogen filled balloon 

rose 3,300 feet above Earth and soon reached even greater heights. This increase in 

capability took three Italians to a height of23,000 feet in 1804. At that attitude they 

experienced frostbite, vomiting, and all three lost consciousness. The problems of altitude 

were not totally unknown because studies from mountaineering expeditions provided a 

plethora ofinformation. The rapidity of the ascent and the lack of physical exertion was, 

at that time, however, thought to prevent the physiological problems that mountain 

climbers experienced (Armstrong, 1939). 

The first detailed accounts of physiological problems associated with lighter-than

air flight was accomplished by Glaisher and Coxwell in 1862. During their ascents to 

31,000 feet, they reporrted a quickening of pulse at 18,000 feet, at 23,000 feet breathing 



was affected and palpitations experienced, cyanosis was evident, and vision became 

blurred. At 25,500 feet, Glaisher became ill and vomited. At 34,000 feet, both aviators 

experienced extreme fatigue to the point of relative incapacitation (Cohen, 1942). 

Thankfully, Coxwell was able to grab the valve cord with his teeth, releasing the 

hydrogen. 
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Paul Bert was very interested in the accounting that Glaisher and Coxwell gave of 

their balloon flight. Bert was a physiologist and physician who was extremely interested 

in aviation. His work, Barometric Pressure - Researches in Experimental Physiology, 

was a major contribution to the knowledge gained on the related stresses from aviation 

(Armstrong, 1939). One of Bert's conclusions was that, regardless of barometric pressure, 

air cannot support life when the partial pressure of oxygen drops below a certain level. 

Bert constructed the first known hypobaric chamber in 1878 to conduct experiments in 

relative safety and under controlled conditions. He used the chamber to demonstrate to 

two aeronauts the effects of decreased oxygen, partial pressure, and the benefits of 

breathing oxygen at altitude. This demonstration quickly convinced the two aeronauts 

about the necessity for supplemental oxygen; they immediately began using oxygen on all 

subsequent flights. 

These same two aeronauts, joined by another aeronaut, attempted a flight to high 

altitude. Prior to the flight they contacted Bert and outlined their intentions and the 

amount of oxygen that would be available. Bert responded that the supply was 

inadequate. The aeronauts decided to ignore the warning of Bert and launched their flight 

on April 15, 1875. When the balloon was recovered, only one of the three remained alive; 

the other two died from hypoxia (Armstrong, 1939). 
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The birth of practical heavier-than-air aviation came on December 17, 1903, with 

the flights of Orville and Wilber Wright near Kitty Hawk, North Carolina. The events of 

that day propelled aviation into a new era full of challenges to be met by people and 

machine. The airplane developed rapidly in just a few short years. Flights became longer, 

higher, and faster. The production of aircraft was very rapid, especially for export to 

Europe where the world stood poised for the first world war. The United States Army 

had a passing interest in the airplane and purchased its first aircraft on February 10, 1908. 

Just nine months later, however, Lieutenant Thomas Selfridge became the first fatality in 

an airplane during the testing of one of the first U. S. Army airplanes. 

Little was known of aviation and its relationship to medicine, especially the 

problems associated with the aircraft up until that time, because few researchers other 

than Paul Bert had experimented or written about the problem associated with aviation. 

In 1907, a series of papers were written in France dealing with physiological factors, 

mainly airsickness. Literature reviews of the late twentieth century could find only 32 

medical publications concerning aviation medicine (Armstrong, 1939). 

World War I dramatically changed the role of the airplane. As the airplane 

developed, the new capabilities demanded a better selection of pilots, especially for those 

who flew the airplane in combat. During the intense training of pilot candidates for World 

War I, 50% exhibited neurosis during training. Additionally, it was found that in 90% of 

all the wartime aircraft accidents were attributed to physical defects in the pilots 

themselves (Cohen, 1942). The conclusion was quickly reached that not all people 

selected for military service were fit for flight. In 1912, the War Department issued the 

first instructions concerning the physical characteristics necessary for the pilot candidates. 



The physical requirements mainly centered on vision, ears (hearing, middle ears, and 

vestibular function), equilibrium, respiration, and circulatory systems (Dehart, 1985). 
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The need for medical research in this new area soon became apparent. Schurmeier 

reported that men complained of vertigo and headaches when flying at altitudes between 

12,000 and 16,000 feet, and that these symptoms were dispelled by "deep inhalation" 

(Schurmeier, 1989). He suggested that a small oxygen tank with an inhaler be required on 

every aircraft. In 1918 the Army realized the need for answers to many physiological 

problems and proceeded to establish a medical research center at Hazelhurst Field, 

:Mineola, Long Island (Armstrong, 1939). 

The main thrust of interest and investigation at the medical research facility was 

the problems associated with the need for oxygen at altitude, development of an altitude 

tolerance test, aerial equilibrium and orientation, and reaction time tests. Several 

significant contributions to aviation medicine were made at this research facility. Soon 

after the end of the war, however, it was no longer deemed necessary and was abandoned 

in 1920. Parallel to the closing of the research facility at Hazlehurst, a decision was made 

to train medical personnel with special emphasis on aviation. This was the birth of the 

flight surgeon designation. The first school was initially a part of the research facility at 

Hazelhurst and the school continued after the center ceased research activity. Eventually 

the school moved to Brooks Field, Texas in 1926 (Armstrong, 1939). This i$ the present 

location of the flight surgeon school, as well as the location for the United States Air 

Force aerospace research facility named Armstrong Laboratories. 



Civil aviation grew after the war. Eventually, the civilian need for physical 

requirements was evident and the Air Commerce Act of 1926 initiated what was to 

eventually become the Federal Aviation Administration. A need for an expert in medical 

issues was identified and Dr. Lewis Bauer was recruited to serve in this position. Dr. 

Bauer immediately developed the first medical standards for civilian pilots and mandated 

standards (Dehart, 1985). Additionally, a civilian aeromedical research facility was 

established in 1938 at Kansas City, MO. This facility, now known as the Civil 

Aeromedical Institute, is now located in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma in the Aeronautical 

Center ran by the Federal Aviation Administration. 
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The development of the aircraft continued at an exponential rate between the two 

World Wars, especially when one considers the inception of aviation was just 33 years 

earlier. Aircraft had found a solid niche in the military and the capabilities were rapidly 

exceeding the physiological tolerances of pilots. Flight was routinely conducted at high 

altitudes, aircraft speeds reached approximately 450 miles per hour, aircraft were stressed 

for high acceleration factors, and all weather flying was accomplished daily (Dehart, 

1985). Humans could not match the evolution pattern of the aircraft and quickly found 

certain aspects of flight to be formidable, such as decompression sickness brought about 

by long duration, and high altitude flights of the bombers. Mechanical solutions were 

found for some of the problems, but not all of them were associated with the high 

performance aircraft. An education program appeared to be at least part of the solution. 

In 1943, after thousands of interviews with aircrew, it was deemed necessary to 

educate the flying population on the effects of high altitude flight. The idea of initial and 

recuning training was initiated and signaled the beginning of physiological training for all 



the aircrews. Just a year later, it was decided that medical corps officers would be 

qualified to teach in this new arena, as would carefully selected pilots. The pilots had to 

have experience with high altitude flight, as well as the proper educational background 

(Green, 1968). This synergistic approach brought a new dimension to the aircrew 

education program. 
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Aviation physiology was required training for all aircrews during their initial 

training, and renewed training every three years. Initially, the course centered around the 

hypobaric chamber and the effects of altitude. As aircraft grew in complexity, speed, and 

endurance. so grew the curriculum of the aviation physiology course. Although still 

centered around the hypobaric chamber, new classes were added to include subjects such 

as noise, vibration, vision, spatial disorientation, acceleration, and fatigue (Appendix A) .. 

Thousands of aircrew have been trained over the years concerning these areas of 

physiology. 

Civilian training in these areas lagged behind the military for many reasons. 

Although a civilian research facility existed, an education program devoted to training 

private pilots on the effects of aviation on human physiology was lacking. Debate was 

waged on the actual need to train civilian pilots in this area. Furthermore, civilian aircraft 

at that time, for the most part, did not have the performance capability of the military 

airplanes. Additionally, most civilian pilots were not instrument certified and most civilian 

aircraft had insufficient instrumentation to fly in instrument meteorological conditions 

(IMC) (Dehart, 1985). It was deemed unnecessary, therefore, to duplicate the military 

training courses, but it was decided that the general aviation flight instructor was to 

accomplish aviation physiology training for the individual student. 
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It was assumed that instructors had the requisite knowledge to instruct in this area 

with no formal training. Additionally, exactly what was to be covered, the lack of 

standardized format, and how much detail were also questioned. Finally, if the instructor 

actively sought to include detailed information in his instruction, it was difficult to obtain. 

These are some of the same questions we have in civilian aviation today. 

In 1967, the Civil Aeromedical Institute (CAMI) initiated physiological training at 

the Aeronautical Center ran by the Federal Aviation Administration in Oklahoma City, 

Oklahoma. Attendance in the physiological training conducted at the CAMI, was and still 

is voluntary. The Civil Aeromedical Institute Physiology End of Course Critiques of 100 

pilots who attended the training attest to the value of its content and highly recommend 

the training for all pilots. 

The current syllabus of instruction at the CAMI is completed in one day and is 

culminated with a flight in a hypobaric chamber. Included in the instruction are classes 

on physics of the atmosphere, respiration and circulation, hypoxia, hyperventilation, 

decompression sickness, cabin pressurization, principles and problems of 

vision, noise, spatial disorientation, oxygen equipment, self-imposed stress, physical 

fitness, and survival (Physiological Training, 1990) (Appendix B). 

The current Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) requirement concerning pilot 

training does not specifically address the issue of physiology for the students (Federal 

Aviation Regulations 61.87 (b), 61.105, 61.125, 61.153, and 61.185). The requirement is 

covertly expressed throughout the regulations. The Certified Flight Instructor must assess 

if the student has sufficient knowledge to pass the written and practical tests. These tests 

include physiological factors. No specific requirement exists, except for flight above 
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25,000 feet, for pilots to receive training on hypoxia, hyperventilation, spatial 

disorientation, and ·decompression sickness. Each flight instructor is individually 

responsible for the development of the lesson plans to accomplish pilot training. An 

informal survey by this author of ten flight instructors indicates a wide variance in 

personal knowledge in this subject and a lack of formal training in this area. Furthermore, 

when asked if they were comfortable in teaching this subject, seven of the ten responded 

"No" (Unpublished, Conway, 1994). 

Modem aviation has not overcome the physiological problems that have plagued 

humans in flight since de Rozier. Civilian aviation today still has numerous accidents 

attributed to physiology. The National Transportation Safety Board has verified the pilot 

to be the causal factor in 60% of all aviation accidents and suspects this number is actually 

80% of all aviation accidents (Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association, 1993). In general 

aviation the number of accidents attributed to physiological problems counted for 193 

accidents; 406 fatalities, 120 seriously injured, and 34 minor injuries during the period 

1990 through 1993. Of these 193 accidents, 109 were attributed to spatial disorientation, 

32 to stress and fatigue, 17 to inflight sickness, 12 to alcohol, 8 to drugs, 8 to human 

factors, and 4 to hypoxia (National Transportation Safety Board, 1994). 

An evaluation of the total accidents in general aviation during 1990 through 1993, 

however, revealed 8,480 accidents with 1,705 fatalities (National Transportation Safety 

Board ARG 94/01). In accidents, the physiological factor accounted for only 2.3% of 

aviation accidents, but physiological factors account for 13% of aviation fatalities during 

the period from 1990 though 1993. 
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Presently, approximately 588 certified flight schools exist in the U.S. and about 

one-third are part of collegiate programs (Federal Aviation Administration AC No: 140-

2V). Some of these schools have formal classes for college credit on the required aviation 

subjects whereas some require only home study. 

As identified by DeHart (1988), history indicates that humans have a physical 

problem associated with various aspects of flight. Accidents from physiological problems 

I 

appear to be on the increase in general aviation because of the expansion in aircraft 

capability and the growth in total number of licensed pilots. An area of concern is the 

number of pilots who have not received formal education about high performance flight. 

Numerous incidents recently attest to the need for additional training in the area of 

aviation physiology. Clark and Rupert found that loss of spatial awareness has been 

implicated as a direct causal factor in 4-10% of serious aircraft mishaps and 10-20% of 

fatal aircraft mishaps (Clark & Rupert, 1992). 

Reyman, in his review of hypoxic episodes in the United States Air Force between 

1970-1980, indicated that 298 airmen reported episodes ofin-flight hypoxia. None of the 

incidents were serious, but the potential was there. Researchers account for the early 

recognition and treatment of hypoxia through the physiological training program (Rayman 

& McNaughton, 1983). Additionally, a recent incident of decompression sickness in a 

general aviation pilot was documented. The pilot went undiagnosed for nearly two years 

before the proper diagnosis was made (Black & DeHart, 1992). These authors also call 

for increased education of pilots. 
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The call for increased education of general aviation pilots is strong. In addition to 

the National Transportation Safety Board reports are the self-initiated reports using the 

Aviation Safety Reporting System (ASRS) of the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration. An ASRS database search revealed that 28 hypoxia incidents were 

reported in the last eight years (Appendix B). Several reports called for increased 

education in physiology, but report ASRS #245583 succinctly state, "The best solution to 

this problem would be an on-going training program to keep these procedures fresh in our 

minds in addition to a once a year trip through the flight simulator" (ASRS #245583, p. 

73). 

Nearly every incident involving physiological factors calls for a training program 

to educate pilots on the hazards involved with the operation of aircraft under various 

circumstances (DeHart, 1988). The Federal Aviation Administration conducted its own 

survey (Federal Aviation Administration-91/13) titled Civilian Training in High-Altitude 

Flight Physiology. This study concluded that a need for greater pilot education and a 

lowering of altitude requirements for oxygen usage existed. 

So far, the response by the Federal Aviation Administration has been to add 

Federal Aviation Regulation (FAR) 61.31 (f) 1 stating, 

. . . no person may act as pilot-in-command of a pressurized airplane 
that has a service ceiling or maximum operating altitude, whichever is 
lower, above 25,000 feet MSL unless that person has completed the 
ground and flight training specified in paragraphs (f)(l)(i) and (ii) of 
this section and has received a logbook or training record endorsement 
from an authorized instructor certifying satisfactory completion of the 
training. The training shall consist of: (i) Ground training that includes 
instruction on high altitude aerodynamics and meteorology; respiration; 
effects, symptoms, and causes of hypoxia and any other high altitude 
sickness; duration of consciousness without supplemental oxygen; 
effects of prolonged usage of supplemental oxygen; causes and effects 



of gas expansion and gas bubble formations, and high altitude sickness; 
physical phenomena and incidents of decompression; and another 
physiological aspects ofhigh altitude flight ... (p. 61-69). 

Statement of the Problem 

12 

What are the major curriculum elements of college and university course work in 

aviation physiology? The problem is that no summary or analysis has been made of what 

UAA member universities presently cover and perceive should be taught with regard to 

physiology in an aviation physiology education program. This information is needed to . 

assist today's curriculum designers and developers. This study investigated the current 

curriculum presented to student pilots in college or university aviation programs. This 

study also collected data and recommendations for an optimum syllabus and training 

program in aviation physiology suitable to college and university aviation programs. 

Significance of the Study 

General aviation has a long history of advances and accomplishments since the 

invention of the heavier-than-air machines. Advances in aviation technology and 

performance have placed increased demands on the capability of humans to adapt to an 

unfamiliar and often hostile environment. Numerous accidents related to the high altitude 

environment document this fact. These advances, as well as most researchers and pilots 

themselves, call for the education of general aviation pilots on the physiological factors 

associated with flight. Currently, no consensus exists on the curriculum offered to the 

students in aviation. The Federal Aviation Administration requires pilots to demonstrate . 

knowledge of aeromedical factors, but are unclear as to the curriculum required to attain 
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· this knowledge. The student is required to learn a minimum amount of physiological 

information in either a ground school or home study. The student must pass the 

appropriate Federal Aviation Administration written test, which includes questions 

concerning aeromedical factors. Therefore, the need for a comprehensive curriculum in 

aerospace physiology is indicated by the researchers and pilots and will reflect the desires 

of the general aviation population and academicians. 

Assumptions of the Study 

To complete this study, the following assumptions were made: 

1. The participants responded to the questionnaire honestly. 

2. The physiological survey is a valid way of describing the development of an 

aviation physiology curriculum. 

3. The questionnaires returned are suitable for data interpretation. 

Limitations of the Study 

The subjects of the study are limited to the 105 University Aviation Association 

(UAA) schools. The UAA population was selected based on the charter and by-laws to 

develop and enhance aviation education (Appendix D). 

Definition of Terms 

Federal Aviation Administration. A part of the U.S. Department of 

Transportation since 1967, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) is responsible for 
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regulating the technical aspects of civil air transportation. (The economic regulation of 

airlines is a responsibility of the Civil Aeronautics Board.) The Federal Aviation 

Administration establishes safety standards for aircraft and medical standards for 

personnel, operates and maintains communications equipment and control towers at 

airports, develops and tests navigation equipment and improved aircraft, and investigates 

airplane crashes. The Federal Aviation Administration also helps plan and develop public 

airports and provjdes numerous other technical services. Until.its absorption by the 

Department of Transportation in 1967, it was called the Federal Aviation Agency. 

Hypoxia. Hypoxia is a deficiency of oxygen in body tissues. The reduction of 

oxygen is of particular concern to fliers, as there are few effects from hypoxia at lower 

altitudes. This condition is commonly called altitude sickness. Above 9,000 feet the depth 

and rate of breathing and the heart rate increase, and this may produce headaches, 

giddiness, and inability to concentrate. Impairment of judgment and visual disturbances 

become serious above 15,000 feet. Loss of consciousness occurs between 25,000 feet and 

30,000 feet, and death will result if descent is not rapid or if oxygen is not administered 

promptly. 

Hl!Perventilation. Hyperventilation is excessive breathing, most often caused by 

acute anxiety. During hyperventilation, oxygen levels in the body increase and carbon 

dioxide levels decrease. This disorder can result in vertigo, dizziness, numbness in the 

hands and feet, feelings of suffocation, panic, and faintness or actual fainting. It is often 

accompanied by heart palpitations or heart pounding and gastrointestinal disturbances. 

The person showing these symptoms may be unaware of overbreathing. 
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Spatial Disorientation. Spatial Disorientation may exist when an individual does 

not correctly perceive their position, attitude, and motion relative to the center of Earth. 

Sensory illusions may lead to spatial disorientation in flight when the pilot is unable to see, 

believe, interpret, process, or rely on the information presented to the pilot by the flight 

instruments, but relies instead on the false information provided by the body. 

Hypobaric Chamber. A hypobaric chamber is a large rectangular steel .tank with 

outer walls constructed from pieces of angled steel plate, welded together, presenting a 

corrugated appearance. The interior is furnished with a source of oxygen and 

communications equipment. It is intended as a training device used to simulate the low 

barometric pressure of altitude under controlled conditions. 

Aviation Physiology. Aviation physiology is the science concerned with the 

normal vital processes of human life, especially how they function in the aviation 

environment. 

Human Factors. Human factors is a term used to associate the psychology of the 

aviator interfaced with the aircraft. 

Decompression Sickness. Decompression sickness (DCS) is the disorder 

produced by the evolution of gas from tissues and fluids of the body (nitrogen bubble 

formation). The types ofDCS include simple bends of joints, neurological and pulmonary 

problems, and skin manifestations. 

Inflight Sickness. Inflight sickness is associated with nausea (motion sickness), 

dizziness, fainting, and headaches. Inflight sickness does not include heart attacks. 
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Statement of the Hypothesis 

Certain factors are known that modify human physiological responses to altitude, 

visual degradation, spatial disorientation, acceleration, adaptation, noise and vibration 

problems, drugs, alcohol, illness, and human factor problems (Bert, 1878; Black, 1992; 

Turner, 1991; & Gillingham, 1985). The literature, as a whole, strongly suggests that a 

relationship exists between education of physiological factors affecting the performance of 

aircrew and the levels of education and training on the subject. Therefore, it was 

hypothesized that the UAA members recommended curriculum for general aviation pilots 

would reflect the existing United States Air Force physiological training curriculum. 

Organization of the Study 

The following chapters consist of the following topics. Chapter II, Literature 

Review: History of Physiology; Physiological Problems of Flight; Physiological Training 

Programs; Aviation Education Programs; Federal Aviation Administration Physiological 

Training; United States Air Force Physiological Training; and Summary. Chapter III, 

Methodology: Instrument; Design; and Analysis. 



CHAPTER II 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE 

The review of the literature shows a consensus concerning the problems and 

effects of physiological factors affecting the human body (Gillingham, 1985; Emsting, 

1984). The review is divided into the various components of the physiological factors 

identified in the National Transportation Safety Board accident reports from 1990 through 

1993. The following areas will be reviewed: 

1. Spatial disorientation 

2. Hypoxia and hyperventilation 

3. Drugs and alcohol 

4. Stress and fatigue 

5. Human factors 

6. Ratification for education 

7. United States Air Force and Civil Aeromedical Institute Physiological 

Training Programs. 

Spatial Disorientation 

A study of the aviation mishaps in the U.S. Navy from 1980 through 1989, 

revealed the physiological and behavioral effects of spatial disorientation on flight 

17 



performance. Description of Type I (unrecognized) spatial disorientation is associated 

with flying apparently nonnal operating aircraft into the ground; Type II (recognized) 

spatial disorientation involved a loss of orientation to the surface of Earth; and Type ill 
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( overwhelming) spatial disorientation is the most extreme of the spatial disorientations. 

The pilot is aware of the disorientation, but is unable to control the aircraft. During this 

period, 33 Class A mishaps (5% of the total mishaps) occurred from spatial disorientation. 

The development of training programs that replicate the conditions and parameters 

associated with day, weather, night, and other spatial disorientation causing parameters 

was suggested (Bellenkes, Bason, & Yacavone, 1992). 

These are essentially the same :findings that the researcher Martin-Saint-Laurent 

(1990) found when he reviewed the causes of sudden inflight incapacitations in Air France 

pilots and flight engineers from 1968-1988. They reported that the main causes of sudden 

incapacitation were linked to coronary accidents, epilepsy, and physiological disorders 

including spatial disorientation, hypoxia and loss of consciousness induced by acceleration. 

One aircraft became depressurized and resulted in the entire crew experiencing hypoxic 

symptoms. It took 20 minutes before a crewmember identified the problem and initiated 

the recovery procedures. They strongly recommended that crewmembers be subjected to 

"the state of incapacitation as quickly as possible and how to complete the flight safely." 

Another study that confirms this physiological problem is the work by Clark and 

Rupert (1992). They listed spatial disorientation as a direct cause in 4-10 % of serious 

aircraft mishaps and 10-20% of fatal aircraft mishaps. Case reports were reviewed with 

respect to spatial disorientation. One conclusion was that the aircrew be trained in 

dynamic simulators to aid in recovery in disorientation. Furthermore, students/pilots with 
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a history of disorientation problems could benefit from such simulators. 

Clark and Rupert's findings generally parallel the accidents attributed to spatial 

disorientation of the general aviation population reported by the National Transportation 

Safety Board. During the period from 1990 through 1993, 8480 general aviation 

accidents occurred; 109 accidents (0.13 % of all general aviation accidents) were caused 

by spatial disorientation. Those accidents, however, accounted for 214 of the reported 

3124 fatalities (0. 7 % of all the fatalities during the same period) (National Transportation 

Safety Board/ ARG-94/01 ). 

The mechanics of orientation mechanisms and how they fail in flight are discussed 

in detail in the publication, Spatial Orientation (Gillinham and Wolfe, 1985). This 

publication outlines the basis for spatial orientation and the role of proper education 

regarding the causes, effects, and recovery from the various illusions of spatial 

disorientation. This document involves a comprehensive review of the mechanics of 

motion, force, and directions of action and reaction. 

Spatial Orientation also expounds on the visual orientation, anatomy of the visual 

system, and the visual processing system. Vestibular function, anatomy, and vestibular 

information processing is also well documented. Those subjects are followed by a review 

of the proprioceptors, cutaneous exteroceptors, and auditory orientation. 

Finally, they blend the various reviews into a comprehensive and in-depth 

discussion of spatial disorientation that includes illusions in flight, disorientation in flight, 

prevention, and other sensory phenomena (Gillingham & Wolfe, 1985). This follows the 

pattern in the USAit Flight 105 where the National Transportation Safety Board noted 



· that the crash probably resulted from confusion with runway lights (Aviation, Week, & 

Space Technology, 1990). 

Alcohol, Drugs, and Human Errors 
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Alcohol, drugs and human errors also appear to be a problem in general aviation 

accidents accounting for 33 fatalities (13% of the fatalities result from physiological 

problems). Furthennore, 20 accidents were caused by either drugs, alcohol, or human 

factors (14.5% of the accidents were from physiological problems) during the period 1990 

through 1993; 12 accidents were attributed to alcohol, 4 accidents to drugs, and 4 

accidents because of human factors (National Transportation Safety Board/ARG-94/01). 

Probably one of the most notorious accidents attributed to human factors was the 

downing of Korean Airline flight 007. It is believed that the crew made a host of human 

errors, including entering improper data in the flight computer. Another factor was a 

hidden agenda by the crew to save fuel to avoid a refueling stop enroute to the destination 

(Stein, 1983). Human factors appeared to be to a contributing factor in the crash of the L-

1011 in the Florida Everglades, the San Luis Obispo crash (1984), and the Western Airline 

1979 Mexico City crash (New Scientist, 1986). 

The Aviation Safety Reporting System {ASRS) developed by NASA is a voluntary 

self-initiated reporting of incidents involving aircraft. The 178 cases reported during 1991 

and 1992 involved problems associated with human factors and fatigue (NASA ASRS, 

1994). Vincoli (1990) reported in his article that a problem definitely exists associated 

with the human factors and calls for a comprehensive education of the pilot community. 
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Alcohol is an issue that is constantly debated. Federal Aviation Regulation 91.17 

(a) {l}, (2), (4) states that "no person may act or attempt to act as a crewmember of a civil 

aircraft within 8 hours after the consumption of any alcoholic beverage, while under the 

influence of alcohol, and while having a 0.04 percent by weight or more alcohol in the 

blood" (p. 91-118). Accident statistics proved that alcohol was a factor in 35.4% of the 

cases studied (158 studied out of 477 fatal accidents). This establishes that alcohol 

combined with other physiological properties of flight has a synergistic effect and accounts 

for most of the accidents in this time period. Furthermore, the author favors an education 

program for the general aviation population on the hazards of flying under the influence of 

alcohol or drugs. 

A series of questionnaires was completed by professional pilots on their perception 

of the use of alcohol in aviation today. Pilots noted that alcohol use was a major problem 

in general aviation, but also rated corporate, charter, regional, and major air carriers as a 

risk only slightly lower than general aviation. Authors state "these are causes that could 

be remedied by greater educational efforts, and, indeed, the respondents gave mandatory 

education a relatively high effectiveness rating for reducing alcohol use in aviation." 

Notably, respondents felt that the current legal limit of .04% blood alcohol count was too 

high (Ross & Ross, 1992). 

Hypoxia and Hyperventilation 

Early in the history of aviation, anoxia was a major concern for the health of the 

pilot {Armstrong, 1939). Only three years after the first successful balloon flight in 1788 

came the first reference in 1786 to an effect of flight which could have been anoxia 
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(Dehart, 1985). A more precise word to describe this phenomena is hypoxia because 

anoxia means the complete absence of oxygen. Around 1800 the term "balloon sickness" 

was popular to describe the effects of high altitude (Dehart, 1985). In a well-documented 

balloon flight, Glaisher and Coxwell ascended to an altitude of29,000 feet. Glaisher 

reported loss of vision, partial paralysis, loss of hearing and finally unconsciousness 

(Cohen, 1942). 

The issue of hypoxia and hyperventilation is the basis for continued debate for the 

need for lower altitudes, stricter oxygen requirements and better education of the flying 

population. Federal Aviation Regulation 91.211 (1) states, "No person may operate a civil 

aircraft ofU.S. registry at cabin altitudes above 12,500 feet (MSL) up to and including 

14,000 feet (MSL) unless the required minimum flight crew is provided with and uses 

supplemental oxygen during that part of the flight at those altitudes that is more than 30 

minutes; (2) at cabin pressure altitudes above 14,000 feet (MSL) unless the minimum 

required flight crew is provided with and uses supplemental oxygen during the entire flight 

at those altitudes; and (3) at cabin pressure altitudes above 15,000 feet (MSL) unless each 

occupant of the aircraft is provided with supplemental oxygen" (p. 91-138). 

In a recent article in Flying magazine, the author recounts a personal encounter 

with hypoxia. His personal account of a hypoxic episode equates hypoxii as a "Circe-like 

nature." The encounter ended with an uneventful descent and rapid recovery, however 

the bottom line is that many pilots absolutely believe that "it won't happen to me" . 

(Benenson, 1993, p. 95-96). Furthermore, he states that most pilots believe physical 

conditioning, acclimatization, and luck will prevent them from suffering the effects of 

hypoxia. 
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Mr. Beneson's interview with David Blumpkin, University of North Dakota 

Aerospace Physiologist and Dr. Frank Dully, a consultant in aviation medicine for the 

University of Southern California, debated the idea that individual symptoms are patient-

unique and that the reliance on a single set of symptoms can pose problems when they are 

not replicated during a hypoxic episode in the aircraft. Dr. Dully supported this idea 

whereas Mr. Blumpkin chose the opposite view. The debate centered on the dangers 

involved in the hypobaric chamber weighted against the training benefit. 

Dr. Dully agreed that pilots should experience hypoxia, but not in an altitude chamber. 

Dr. Dully believes that training in an altitude chamber is inherently dangerous 

because of the possibility of a trainee incurring a decompression sickness problem. He 

postulates that the same effect could be replicated with fractional inspired oxygen at 

ground elevation. However, one very valid argument against this method is that it would 

instill an incorrect response to hypoxia. Instead of resorting to donning a mask, the mask 

providing the gaseous mixture would have to be removed (Beneson, 1993). 

states: 

Decompression Sickness 

Decompression sickness is associated with the effect of Henry's Law which 

The amount of gas in solution varies directly with the pressure of that 
gas over the solution; or, when the pressure of a gas over a certain 
liquid decreases, the amount of that gas dissolved in the liquid will also 
decrease ( or vise versa). This gas law affects the body in that gases, 
primarily nitrogen, will come out of solution when the body is exposed 
to reduced atmospheric pressure. This occurs because the pressure of 
nitrogen is reduced proportionately as the total atmospheric pressure is 
reduced. This evolved gas phenomenon may lead to disorders similar to 
the bends which deep sea divers experience as a result of a rapid ascent 



to the surface (going from an area of high nitrogen saturation to an area 
of lower external pressure and lower nitrogen saturation, possibly 
resulting in nitrogen bubble fonnation throughout the body) (Federal 
Aviation Administration, 1990). 
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Obviously, decompression sickness is a primary concern for Dr. Dully (Benenson, 

1993). However, David Blumpkin at the University ofNorth Dakota stated that they had 

never had a verified case of decompression sickness (Benenson, 1993). Furthennore, 

Kumar (1988) investigated the occurrence of decompression sickness concentrating on 

15,000 feet in the hypobaric chamber. He concluded that moderate exercise (75% of V02 

max.) at low altitude may predispose healthy individuals breathing ambient air to 

decompression sickness. United States Air Force data on decompression sickness from 

1978 -1980 revealed one case at 11,000 feet, one at 16,000 feet, and three at 17,000 feet. 

A total of58 cases of decompression sickness were reported, six of which were at 18,000 

feet or below. However, the level of exercise was not indicated. Kumar concluded a 

threshold for decompression sickness is arbitrary and individual variations in threshold are 

very likely (Kumar, 1988). 

The safety record of the hypobaric chamber is constantly being challenged. Conklin 

(1992) collected data over a fifty year span and compiled the databank that reports all 

known hypobaric chamber exposures from 1942 to 1992. This databank has a record of 

130,012 people that were exposed over the fifty years. At altitudes up to 25,000 feet 

( without exercise) no cases of decompression sickness were reported and with exercise 

this number increased to 0.5% (Conklin, 1992). 

One case of decompression sickness caused by an aircraft flight was recently 

diagnosed and confirmed (Black, 1992). Aircraft performance of modem planes is 
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capable of flight in the 18,000 to 28,000 feet range and many nonpressurized aircraft are 

approved for flight above 20,000 feet. Aircraft in this category are the Beech Queen Air 

(28,500 feet ceiling), Beech Baron (25,000 feet ceiling), Beech Turbo Bonanza (25,000 

feet ceiling), Piper Navajo (24,000 feet ceiling), and the Cessna Centurion (28,000 feet) 

(Turner & Huntley, 1991). 

In the one confirmed case of decompression sickness in the aircraft, the pilot 

became incapacitated after approximately 5 5 minutes at an unpressurized altitude of 

25,000 feet. The oxygen supply was checked prior to the onset of symptoms and again 

during the episode and appeared to be functioning normally. The pilot became 

unconscious and the passenger had to land the aircraft. The pilot recovered, but with 

decreased short term memory, difficulty in concentration, and decreased night visual 

acuity. The author observed that had the pilot been alone in the aircraft it would have, in 

all probability, crashed and most likely would have been attributed to hypoxia (Black, 

1992). 

Aviation Physiology Education 

The call for increased education of the pilot concerning aviation physiology is 

strongly encouraged by several authors (Black, 1962; Emsting, 1984; Frances, 1991;). In 

his article Black recommends " ... as part of the new aircraft orientation, training in the 

hypobaric chamber for hypoxia and indoctrination about decompression sickness should 

be accomplished" (Black, 1992). Emsting (1984) calls for "All aircrew should receive 

initial and refresher training in the effects of hypoxia" (p. 408). Gault (1990) recounts the 

report of an aircraft cruising at 25,000 feet and literally falling out of the sky. The pilot 
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was a 36-year-old commercial pilot with over 2,000 flying hours. The autopsy revealed 

the pilot was unconscious at time of impact. The pilot was a heavy smoker, and that 

combined with a stuck pressure relief valve and the unused oxygen, caused the pilot to 

experience hypoxia. The author firmly recommends training in high altitude to include an 

altitude chamber experience (Gault, 1990). 

A study of the 298 United States Air Force aircrews that experienced hypoxia in

flight revealed no aircraft accidents. The article stated "symptoms of hypoxia are well 

known to aircrew by virtue of physiological training and periodic ( every 3 years) altitude 

chamber indoctrination" (Reyman, 1983, p. 1103). The article also reported that, "A 

significant number of aircrewmen stated they recognized that they were becoming hypoxic 

only because they recalled their altitude chamber training" (p. 1108). During the period 

1970 - 1980, 298 incidents of hypoxia were reported compared to the previous period of 

417 during the period of 1963 - 1970 (extrapolated value equals 611). The almost 50% 

decrease was attributed to better life support equipment and training programs (Rayman, 

1983). 

The improper use of oxygen, however, circumvents the original purpose. Reviews 

of aircraft accidents that occurred because of improper use of oxygen found an aircraft 

that was on a training flight with an instructor that liked to have the student experience the 

reality of flight. He included a rapid dumping of cabin pressure as a routine emergency. 

At 31,000 feet, however, both pilot and student became irrational and eventually 

unconscious. Oxygen hoses were found to be disconnected from aircraft during high 

altitude flight. Furthermore, the oxygen mask was incapable of providing more than 47% 

concentration of 0 2• Use of ground-based hypobaric chambers with the proper safety 
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precautions are the correct way to train for this type of emergency (Underwood, 1982). 

Clearly, a hypobaric chamber would have been a safer and a saner way to accomplish this 

training. 

The National Transportation Safety Board has encouraged the airlines operating 

under Federal Aviation Administration Part 121 to strengthen training programs. The 

National Transportation Safety Board has found in a study of37 accidents (1978-1990) 

that the flight crews were causal factors in eight of the accidents. The National 

Transportation Safety Board cited such factors as situational awareness, cockpit resource 

management, tactical decisions, and systems operations. Also noted was fatigue and 

circadian rhythm factors. Several recommendations were made including the training in 

the effects of fatigue and the reduced ability to perform under certain circumstances 

(Phillips, 1994). 

A recent article in Flying magazine depicts the physiological training received at 

the University ofNorth Dakota Aerospace Foundation. Testimony of various pilots, 

supervisors, and maintenance technicians gave new light to the realities of hypoxia. One 

pilot stated, " Even though I had experienced hypoxia before, I had never experienced it to 

that magnitude, I did not know just how incapacitated one can get from hypoxia" 

(Benenson, 1993, p. 97). Maintenance personnel became more dedicated to insuring all 

safety equipment was properly working. Finally, the author recommended this training, as 

well as the complete physiology training for all aviation related personnel (Frances, 1991). 

The call for education in other areas of physiology are equally strong. Gillingham 

(1986, p. 33) stated," Physiological training is the main weapon against spatial 

disorientation ... this training should consist of both didactic material and 
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· demonstrations." Vincoli (1990) and Ross (1992) encourage education in human factors 

and fatigue. Gibbons (1966) and Ross (1992) also recommend additional education of the 

flying population as to the effects of alcohol and flying. 

The Federal Aviation Agency commissioned a study to determine if additional 

education on physiological factors was needed in the general aviation population (Turner 

& Huntley, 1991). Turner and Huntley's report outlined the details of the study 

undertaken to establish whether or not a need for high altitude flight physiology exists. 

The survey determined a need for such training, current training practices were not 

uniform nor all encompassing. They were unable to ascertain how many schools actually 

taught aviation physiology as a separate course. Additionally, they found only three 

universities used a textbook for the aviation physiology course. Their report contains 

recommendations for subjects to be included in a core curriculum and additional subjects 

that might be included (Turner & Huntley, 1991). 

The aviation industry is having a significantly greater effect on collegiate aviation 

curricula. College graduates with a course of study that emphasized aviation would 

appear to be better prepared to assume a position of responsibility in aviation operations. 

Eastern Airlines planned to enroll up to 4,000 students per year in the aviation programs 

at Miami Dade Community College and Aims Community College. Their goal was to 

train professional pilots to fill the future needs (Aviation Week & Space Technology; 

1987). Northwest Airlines has established a similar ab intro pilot training program with 

the cooperation of the University of North Dakota (Hughes, 1987). T. Allen McArtor, 

then Federal Aviation Administration Administrator, called for an industry-wide review of 

pilot training in 1987 (Aviation Week & Space Technology, 1987). Finally, the review by 
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Smith (1989), reviewed several ab intro pilot training programs and stated that the 

"college trained airline pilot is a reality" (p. 41). He also noted that few other programs 

are available to the airlines (Smith, 1989). 

Obviously, a consensus of opinion exists of the need for increased education of the 

pilot in aviation medicine and that universities and colleges are the schools for the flight 

training. 

Aerospace Physiology Training Programs 

The United States Air Force has conducted physiological training since 1943. The 

original program concentrated on the hypobaric chamber and the effects of altitude. Over 

the decades it has evolved to its present state of an original seven-day course followed by 

a one-day recurring training every three years. The current original physiological training 

program according to the Department of the Air Force~ Headquarters Air Education and 

Training Command, Randolph Air Force Base, Texas, P-V4A-A-AP-IG/S-V8N-C-CPA-

IG, July 1993 is as follows: 

1. Course Introduction and the Atmosphere 
-- Atmospheric characteristics 
-- Pressure measurement 
-- Altitude measurement 
-- Physical divisions 
-- Physiological divisions 
- Gas laws 

2. Respiration and Circulation 
-- Phases of respiration 
-- Anatomy and physiology 
-- Control of ventilation 
-- Integrated responses 
-- Oxygen delivery 

1 hour 

1 hour 
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3. Hypoxia and Hyperventilation 2 hours 
-- Types of hypoxia 
-- Factors influencing hypoxia 
-- Recognition of hypoxia 
-- Prevention of hypoxia 
-- Treatment of hypoxia 
-- Pressure breathing 
-- Causes of hyperventilation 
-- Characteristics 
-- Recognition of hyperventilation 
-- Prevention of hyperventilation 
-- Treatment of hyperventilation 

4. Effects of Pressure Change I hour 
-- Boyle's Law review 
-- Areas of trapped gas 
-- Effects of ascent and descent 
- Decompression sickness 
-- Henry's Law review 
-- Theory of decompression sickness 
-- Decompression sickness symptoms 
-- Factor affecting decompression sickness 
-- Protection and treatment of decompression sickness 

5. Self-Imposed Stress 2 hours 
-- Use of over-the-counter drugs 
-- Effects of over-the-counter drugs 
-- Alcohol and tobacco use 
-- Nutrition 
-- Fatigue 
-- Combating stress 

6. Situational Awareness I hour 
-- Attention anomalies 
-- Inappropriate motivation 
-- · Improving situational awareness 

7. Acceleration 2 hours 
-- Types of acceleration 
-- effects of gravitational forces 
-- Physiological effects of gravitational forces 
-- G-induced loss of consciousness 
-- Anti-gravitational strain maneuver 



8. Noise and Vibration 
-- Characteristics of noise 
-- Perception of sound 
-- Protection 
-- Frequency of vibration 
-- Effects of vibration on performance 
-- Symptoms 

9. Vision 
-- Anatomy and function of the eye 
- Characteristics of vision 
-- Day vision 
-- Night vision 
-- Night vision demonstration 

10. Spatial Disorientation 
-- Definition and classification 
-- Orientation and sensory systems 
-- Vestibular induced spatial disorientation 
-- Factors affecting spatial disorientation 
-- Prevention 
-- Spatial disorientation trainer 

11. Oxygen Equipment 
-- Oxygen storage systems 
-- Oxygen delivery systems 
-- Pressure demand regulators 
-- Emergency oxygen systems 
-- Preflight checks 
-- Oxygen laboratory 

12. Aircraft Pressurization 
-- Pressurization 
-- Decompressurization 

13. Type I Hypobaric Chamber Flight 

14. Type II Hypobaric Chamber Flight and Rapid Decompression 

15. Type IV Hypobaric Chamber Flight 
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1 hour 

2 hours 

4 hours 

2 hours 

.5 hour 

2 hours 

2 hours 

1 hour 
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16. The Parachute 1.5 hours 
-- Components and devices 
-- Inspections 
-- Procedures 

17. Descent and Landing Techniques 4 hours 
-- Suspended ring and harness training 
-- Parachute landing fall practice 
-- Drag recovery 

18. Parachute Familiarization Training 4 hours 
-- Parasailing 

19. T-37 Egress 3 hours 
-- Ground egress 
-- In-flight egress 
-- Ejection procedures 

20. Live Fire Ejection Seat 2 hours 

21. Survival Medicine 1 hour 
-- Bleeding 
-- Shock 
-- Injuries 
-- Exposure 

22. Psychology of Survival 1 hour 
-- Conditions 
-- Fear 
-- Will to survive 

23. Survival Equipment and Procedures 1.5 hours 
-- Equipment familiarization 
-- Procedures 
-- Travel 

24. Signaling 1 hour 
·- Signaling procedures 
-- Manufactured signals 
-- Improvised signals 
-- Recovery procedures 

25. Course Review 1 hour 

26. Examination and Critique 2 hours 
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The United States Air Force Refresher Training program is a required training for 

all aircrew with the courses divided by aircraft characteristics. The Tanker, Transport, 

and Bomber (TTB) course is separate from the Trainer, Attack, Reconnaissance, and 

Fighter (TARF) course. The course content is as follows: 

Trainer, Attack, Reconnaissance, and Fighter (T ARF) Refresher course 

1. Physiological Stresses 
-- Hypoxia 
-- Hyperventilation 
-- Pressure changes 
-- Trapped gases 
-- Evolved gases 

2. Health and Wellness 
-- Self medication 
- Diet and exercise 

3. Human Factors 
-- Situational awareness 
-- Fighter aircrew personality traits 

4. Mission Stresses 
-- Acceleration 
-- Spatial disorientation 

5. Type V Chamber Flight 

6. Examination and Critique 

Tanker, Transport, and Bomber (TTB) Refresher course 

1. Altitude Physiology Review 
-- Hypoxia and hyperventilation 
-- Trapped and evolved gas disorders 

2. Situational Awareness 
-- Attention traps 
-- Aircrew coordination problems 

1 hour 

1 hour 

1 hour 

2 hours 

2 hours 

1 hour 

1 hour 

1 hour 



3. Situational Disorientation Trainer 

4. Aircrew Communication 

5. Spatial Disorientation 
-- Sensory traps 

6. Aircrew Fitness 
-- Stress 
-- Illness/self-medication 
-- Fatigue and circadian rhythm 
-- Thermal stress 
-- Alcohol and tobacco 
-- Diet and exercise 

7. Type V Chamber Flight 

8. Examination and Critique 
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1.5 hours 

.5 hour 

I hour 

I hour 

2 hours 

I hour 

The Civil Aeromedical Institute established its physiological training program in 

1967 and provides aerospace physiology training for the general aviation population. The 

course they provide is as follows: 

Civil Aeromedical Institute Physiological Training 

1. Physics of the atmosphere 
-- Composition 
-- Methods of expressing altitude 
-- Physiological Divisions 
-- Physical Gas Laws 

2. Respiration and Circulation 
-- Respiration 
-- Circulation 

3. Hypoxia 
-- Forms of hypoxia 
- Symptoms of hypoxia 
-- Effective performance time or time of useful consciousness 
-- Methods to combat hypoxia 
-- Oxygen requirements 



4. Hyperventilation 
-- Symptoms and treatment 

5. Decompression sickness 
-- Trapped gases - cause, effects, prevention, and treatment 
-- Evolved gases 
-- Scuba diving and flying 

6. Cabin pressurization 
-,- Advantages of pressurization 
-- Physiological effects of decompression 

7. Principles and problems of vision 
-- Anatomy 
-- Illumination levels 
-- Instrument lighting 

Adverse weather lighting 
-- Thunderstorms 

8. Noise and general aviation pilot 
-- Causes of noise 
-- Exposure and hearing loss 
-- Protection 

9. Spatial disorientation 
Sensory systems involves 

-- Contributing flight factors 
-- Sensory and visual illusions 
-- Recovery procedures 

10. Oxygen equipment 
-- Storage 
-- Regulators and masks 
-- Preflight inspection 
-- Oxygen Safety 

11. Self-Imposed stress 
-- Alcohol 
-- Drugs 
-- Recommendations 
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12. Physical fitness 
-- Diet 
-- Rest 
- Exercise 
- Circadian rhythms 

13. Survival 
- Psychological effects 
-- Clothing 
-- Food and water 

Survival kits 
-- Sources of information 

14. Altitude chamber flight 
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CHAPTER Ill 

:METHODOLOGY 

Introduction 

This study investigated the current curriculum being presented to the student pilot 

in college or university aviation programs. The methodology of this study included the 

following: (1) the population; (2) data collection instruments; (3) collection of data; and 

(4) analysis of the data The problem is that no summary or analysis has been made of 

what UAA member universities presently cover and perceive should be taught with regard 

to physiology in an aviation physiology education program. This information is needed to 

assist today's curriculum designers and developers. 

Population 

The population of this study was all of the 105 universities and colleges in the 

University Aviation Association (Appendix D) that provided flight instruction. The 

directors of aviation of all the 105 aviation training facilities were contacted and requested 

to complete a questionnaire concerning the following: 

1. The current curriculum in their physiology program 

2. The ideal physiology training program 

3. The current physiological qualifications of the Certified Flight Instructors 
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4. The value of a physiological training program 

Additionally, questionnaires will be sent to the same schools for students to 

complete and will include the following: 

1. The level of physiological training. 

2. If they have received hypobaric training. 

Instrument 

The instrument used for this study was a questionnaire developed by the 

researcher. The validity of the questionnaire was verified by three individuals, each an 

expert in his/her specialty. 

Collection of Data 

Construction of the Questionnaire 
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The questionnaire was the primary source of data. Interviews with the National 

Transportation Safety Board and Federal Aviation Administration Aviation Physiologists 

are secondary sources. The Federal Aviation Administration Physiological Training 

Handbook and the United States Air Force Physiological Training Program are considered 

tertiary sources of info~ation. The validation of the questionnaire for content and 

consistency was completed by a review from the following: (I) an instructor in educational 

research, (2) a physiologist at the Oklahoma State University College of Osteopathic 

Medicine, and (3) the Federal Aviation Administration resident physiologist at CAMI. 

After the needed revisions were accomplished, the questionnaire was considered valid. 



· The final phase was an in-person visitation and interview by this writer to selected flight 

training sites to validate responses. 

Design of the Questionnaire 
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Each questionnaire was accompanied by a letter of introduction outlining the 

purpose and importance of this survey. The questionnaire gathered data concerning the 

following general characteristics: 

I. the current structure of instruction for aeromedical factors in UAA schools. 

2. the UAA schools indicated level of necessity for instruction in aeromedical 

factors. 

3. the UAA schools preferred subjects an:d method of aeromedical instruction. 

4. the desired educational qualifications in an aeromedical factors instructor. 

The questionnaire to the Aviation Coordinator appealed for his/her current 

curriculum and requested specific recommendations of course content and instructor 

qualifications. It also invited recommendations for the optimum training schedule for 

physiological training. Respondents were asked to return the completed questionnaires in 

the enclosed stamped and self-addressed envelopes. 

Analysis 

Upon completion and return of the questionnaires the responses were recorded in 

Microsoft Excel and Microsoft Access. The data were then summarized and responses 
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from the population listed. Frequency counts were tabled for questions and percentages 

made from the total returned questionnaire population. A summary of the individual 

responses were listed. Tables listing the number of responses to the questionnaire and the 

recommendations were rank-ordered. Chart diagrams display the total responses of the 

various questions broken into those who favor and those who do not desire aeromedical 

factors training. 



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS OF THE STUDY 

The problem is that no summary or analysis has been made of what UAA member 

universities presently cover and perceive should be taught with regard to physiology in an 

aviation physiology education program. This information is needed to assist today's 

curriculum designers and developers. The first three chapters were a general introduction 

to the study, a review of related literature, and a discussion of the design of the study. 

This chapter is a presentation of the findings from the Oklahoma State University Survey 

of Aeromedical Factors in General Aviation. Data obtained from the questionnaire are 

discussed and analyzed. 

The data are presented in two sections. The first section contains responses to the 

questionnaire items reflecting the current curriculum for aeromedical factors. Frequencies 

and percentages are concerned with: 

1. the requirement for aeromedical factors. 

2. the method of instruction. 

3. the level at which the instruction is provided. 

4. the subjects taught in aeromedical factors. 

5. the number of course credit hours awarded for aero medical factors. 

6. the length of the course. 
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8. the textbook used to teach aeromedical factors. 

9. the use of specialized aeromedical factors training equipment. 

10. the requirement to attend a physiological training facility to complete 

aeromedical factors. 

11. the distance to the nearest physiological training facility. 

12. the determination of the level of perceived importance of aeromedical factors 

instruction. 
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The data in the second part are presented according to the research questions listed 

in Chapter I. Frequencies and percentages are concerned with: 

1. The recommended subjects to be covered in an aeromedical factors course. 

2. The recommendation.to use or not use an altitude chamber as part of the 

aeromedical factors course. 

3. The recommended altitude to use in an altitude chamber used as part of the 

aeromedical factors course. 

4. The recommended college classification (level) of the student enrolled in 

aeromedical factors. 

5. The recommended type of instruction instructor for aeromedical factors, e.g. 

faculty, CFI, AGI, or adjunct faculty. 

6. The recommended educational qualifications desired in an aeromedical factors 

instructor. 
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Responses to the Questionnaire 

A list of University Aviation Association Institutional Members was obtained from 

the University Aviation Association, 3410 Skyway Drive, Auburn, AL 36830. A 

questionnaire was mailed to each of the listed members. A total of 105 questionnaires 

were sent by first class mail on 10 September, 1994. A total of 63 questionnaires were 

returned. This represented a 60. 0 percent return. 

Research Question One 

What is the current involvement of the University Aviation Association schools 

concerning instruction in Aeromedical Factors? 

To obtain supporting data to this question, items one, two, three, four, and five 

were utilized. These items were: the requirement for Aeromedical Factors, the method of 

instruction, the level at which the instruction is provided, the subjects taught in 

aeromedical factors, the number of course credit hours awarded for aeromedical factors, 

the length of the course, the type instructor for the aeromedical course, the textbook used 

to teach aeromedical factors, the use of specialized aeromedical factors training 

equipment, the requirement to attend a physiological training facility to complete 

aeromedical factors, and the distance to the nearest physiological training facility. 

To investigate the schools that include Aeromedical Factors instruction in the 

aviation education program, questionnaire item number one was used. Questionnaire data 

indicated that 80 percent of the respondents from the University Aviation Association 

required instruction in Aeromedical Factors (see Figure 1). 



Do not require 
20% 

Require 
80% 

Figure 1. University Aviation Assocaiton Schools that 
Require Instruction in Aeromedical Factors 
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To detennine the method of instruction for aero medical factors, the second part of 

questionnaire item one was used. Questionnaire data indicated that 5 8 percent of the 

schools used a college course to teach Aero medical Factors, 3 5 percent used a ground 

school course, 2 percent used a home study course, and 5 percent left this item 

unanswered (Figure 2). 

Unanswered 
5% 

Home Study 
2% 

Ground Schoa 
35% 

Figure 2. Method of Aeromedical Factors Instruction 
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Questionnaire item number two was used to determine if the University Aviation 

Association students were receiving formal course training in Aeromedical Factors and at 

what stage in their educational program. The results of the questionnaire also indicated 

that 63 percent of the schools provide formal course training in aeromedical factors and 37 

do not provide any formal course instruction in this area (Figure 3). 

Do not provide 
63% 

Do provide 
37% 

Figure 3. University Aviation Association Schools 
Providing Formal Aeromedical Factors 
Course 
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The level at which Aeromedical Factors was taught revealed that 32 percent were 

Freshman, 31 percent were Sophomore, 22 percent were Junior, 12 percent were Senior, 

and 3 percent were Graduate level students (Figure 4). 

Junior 
22% 

i=reshman 
32% 

Sopnmore 
31% 

Figure 4. Level at Which Aero medical Factors 
Is Taught 

The respondents were asked in questionnaire item 2b to list the subjects they were 

currently teaching as part of their Aeromedical Factors course. The results are shown in 

Figure 5. 
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To detennine if college credit was awarded for the successful completion of an 

Aeromedical Factors course, item 2c was used. The survey revealed that of the 

respondents answering question 2c, 53 percent gave college credit for Aeromedical 

Factors courses and 47 percent did not give credit for these same courses (Figure 6). 

Those who awarded credit hours responded that 65 percent awarded 3 semester hours, 18 

percent awarded I semester hour, 9 percent awarded 2 semester hours, and 4 percent 

awarded 4 semester hours credit (Figure 7). 
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Figure 6. University Aviation Assocaition Schools that Award 
Credit for Aeromedical Factors Courses 



4Semester 

3 Semester 
credit hours 

68% 

Figure 7. Credit Hours Granted for Aeromedical Factors 
by University Aviation Association Schools 
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To obtain knowledge on who was currently teaching Aeromedical Factors, item 2e 

was used. When queried as to the type of instructors used to teach Aero medical Factors, 

the respondents indicated that 48 percent used faculty, 40 percent used Certified Flight 

Instructors, and 13 percent used adjunct faculty (Figure 8). 
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Figure 8. Type oflnstructors Used to Teach Aeromedical Factors 
In UAA Schools 
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Questionnaire item 2f was used to determine if the Aero medical Factors instructor 

had any specialized training. The survey indicated that 20 percent of the University 

Aviation Association instructors teaching Aero medical Factors have received specialized 

training such as a physiologist and that the remaining 80 percent had no specialized 

training (Figure 9). 

Do not have 
specialized 

training 
80% 

Figure 9. Instructors That Have Specialized Training 
In Aero medical Factors 



To investigate if a textbook was used to teach Aero medical Factors, and the title 

of the textbook, questionnaire item 2g was used. The questionnaire requested the 

respondents indicate the textbooks currently used in the instruction of Aeromedical 

Factors. The responses varied as to the textbooks used (Table 1) and only 20 schools 

indicated that they used any textbooks (Figure 10). 

Do net use 
64% 

Use 
36% 

Figure 10. UAA Schools that Incorporate the Use of 
Textbooks in Aeromedical Factors 
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TABLE I 

TEXTBOOKS USED FOR AERO:MEDICAL FACTORS IN UNIVERSITY 
AVIATION ASSOCIATION SCHOOLS 

52 

Textbook Number of Schools Using 

Jeppesen-Sanderson Private Pilot and Instrument Manual 6 

Basic Flight Physiology 6 

Army Aeromedical Training Manual for Aviators 4 

Air Force Physiological Training Manual 4 

Human Factors for General Aviation 4 

Federal Aviation Agency Physiological Training Manual 3 

Human Factors in Flight 1 

Human Anatomy and Physiology 1 

Aviation Medicine 1 

Modern Airmanship 1 

Aerospace Fundamental 1 

Federal Aviation Agency Flight Training Handbook 1 

Airman's Information Manual 1 
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Questionnaire item number 3 was used to determine the use of aeromedical 

training equipment in the University Aviation Association schools. The use of additional 

training equipment to augment the Aeromedical Factors course was incorporated into the 

course by 27 percent of the University Aviation Association schools, whereas 83 percent 

did not use any additional training devices (Figure 11). 

Do not 
incorporate 

73% 

Incorporate 
27% 

Figure 11. Schools that Incorporate the Use of 
Aeromedical Training Equipment 
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The specialized training equipment used to augment the Aeromedical Factors 

course was surveyed in the second part of item 3. The questionnaire responses indicated 

that two schools had their own hypobaric chamber, 6 schools had spatial disorientation 

trainers, 3 had an oxygen laboratory, 11 had a Barany chair, 2 had a night vision trainer, 

and I had a vision lab. Responses on the survey indicated that 5 schools used hypobaric 

chambers at neighboring military installations, federal installations, or universities (Figure 

12). 
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Figure 12. Number ofUAA Schools Using Aeromedical 
Training Equipment 
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To investigate the amount of importance placed by the participants on additional 

aeromedical factors training item 4 of the questionnaire was used. The results of this item 

concerning the requirement of a military, federal, or other physiological facility to augment 

aeromedical training indicated that 72 percent encourage, 26 percent do not require, and 2 

percent required such training (Figure 13). 

Do not require 
26% 

Require 
2% 

Figure 13 . UAA Schools Requiring Military, Federal, or 
Other Physiological Training Facility to Augment 
Aeromedical Training 

The response to the question concerning the distance to the nearest physiological 

training facility revealed that 36 percent are within 100 miles, 25 percent are between 101 

to 200 miles, 8 percent are between 201 to 300 miles, 3 percent are between 301 to 400 
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miles, 2 percent are between 501 to 600 miles, and 25 percent are uncertain of the 

distance. (Figure 14). 
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Figure 14. Distance from the Nearest Physiological Training Facility 

To rate the importance of aeromedical factors in University Aviation schools, item 

6 was used. The questionnaire polled each University Aviation Association school for 

their opinion on the importance of aeromedical factors instruction for the aviation 

student. All respondents answered this question with the following results: no one 

reported below necessary on a likert scale, 11 percent indicated it was necessary ( 5), 3 
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percent indicated it as slightly above necessary ( 6), 9 percent indicated it a little more 

important (7), 25 percent indicated it as even more important (8), 16 percent indicated it 

was still more important (9), and 36 percent indicated it was absolutely necessary (10) 

(Figure 15). 
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Research Question Number Two 

If given unlimited resources, what would the University Aviation Association 

schools determine to be an optimum training program? 
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Considered in these items were: the subjects to be covered in an aeromedical 

factors course, to use or not use an altitude chamber as part of the aeromedical factors 

course, the altitude to use in an altitude chamber used as part of the aeromedical factors 

course, the college classification (level) of the student enrolled in aero medical factors, the 

type of instructor for aeromedical factors, and the educational qualifications desired in an 

aeromedical factors instructor. 

To determine the subjects to be included in an Aeromedical Factors course, item 7 

was used. The respondents indicated that several subjects were of equal or near equal 

importance. The most often selected subjects were hypoxia, hyperventilation, spatial 

disorientation, stress, drugs and alcohol, fatigue, vision in flight, illusions in flight, and 

motion sickness. Hypoxia, hyperventilation, spatial disorientation, and illusions in flight 

were selected as the top 5 (1 '-5) choices for all the schools responding. The second most 

popular group of subjects were drugs and alcohol, vision in flight, fatigue, and stress. The 

second group was selected as the second group of the five most popular choices (6-10) 

among all the respondents. The third most popular group (11-15) included cabin 

pressurization, decompression sickness, noise, acceleration, oxygen equipment , and 

earth's atmosphere. The last group (16-20) indicated a rapid falling in response rate. 

Only 15 or less of the respondents indicated the following should be included in the course 



subjects: respiration, gas laws, effects of pressure change, vibration, and circulation 

(Figure 16). 
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Figure 16. Aeromedical Factors Subject Preference 

Note: * denotes the subjects that FAR 61.3 l(F)(l)(i) requires to be taught for high 
altitude airplanes. 
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To determine if the University Aviation Association schools would incorporate an 

altitude chamber in their Aeromedical Factors course, item 8 was used. The survey 

indicated that 71 percent of the University Aviation Association schools would 

incorporate the use of an altitude chamber, 8 percent would not incorporate the use of an 

altitude chamber, and 21 percent were uncertain if they would incorporate the use of an 

altitude chamber if they had unlimited funding (Figure 17). 

No 
SC!!> 

Yes 
71C!I> 

Figure 17. Percentage ofUAA Schools that Would Include 
Training in An Attitude Chamber 
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The participants that would incorporate an altitude chamber in their training 

program were asked what altitude they preferred to use in their training. This was 

determined in the second part of item 8. The most frequent response was 35,000 feet (40 

percent), 21 percent selected 30,000 feet, 28 percent selected 25,000 feet, 9 percent 

selected 20,000 feet, and 2 percent selected 15,000 feet (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18. Altitude Limit Preferred for Physiological Training 
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The questionnaire asked the participants the preferred level of education to teach 

Aeromedical Factors. Findings showed that the most often selected level at which 

instruction is preferred to be given is the Junior year of school. Sixteen participants 

selected multiple years for this type of education and 9 indicated that the aeromedical 

education was an evolutionary education starting at the Freshman year and continuing 

through the Senior year. The need for graduate education was limited to three 

participants selecting this option, however, all three also selected Sophomore and Junior 

years as well (Figure 19). 
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To obtain knowledge concerning the best person qualified to provide instruction in 

Aeromedical Factors, item 10 was used. The University Aviation Association schools 

were asked to select the best qualified person to teach aero medical factors. F acuity were 

chosen by 39 percent, adjunct faculty was selected by 22 percent, aeromedical specialist 

was selected by 22 percent, and Certified Flight Instructor was selected by 1 7 percent 

(Figure 20). 

Aeromedical 
Specialist 

22% 

Certified Flight 
Jnstructcr 

17% 

Figure 20. Type Instructor Preferred to Teach 
Aeromedical Factors 
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The survey indicated that the participants felt that the best qualified instructor to 

teach Aeromedical Factors would be a military trained physiologist. Military physiologist 

was selected by 49 of the participants, Doctor of Medicine was selected by 42 of the 

participants, and a Certified Flight Instructor was selected by 30 of the participants (Figure 

21). 

Doctor of Medicine 
35% 

Military trained 
physoogist 

40CJE, 

Figure 21. Desired Qualifications for an Aeromedical 
Factors Instructor 
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To investigate what the University Aviation Association schools considered to be 

an optimum aeromedical training program, item 11 was used. Item 11 on the survey also 

requested each participant provide any comments concerning this subject. Some of the 

selected comments were: 

If it were possible to have access to a hypobaric chamber for all to experience 
during the 3 semester hour course, it would be excellent. What we are using 
presently is a home-made Barany chair which works great for spatial 
disorientation. 

As coordinator of a two-year aviation community college, an aeromedical training 
program would be ruce to have - but difficult to put in to an already tight 
curriculum. I would prefer a course specifically on medical facts - including a 
chamber ride. 

Aeromedical training should be an integral part of flight training with an 
introduction at the private level as required by Federal Aviation Regulations. The 
students looking at professional flying should take a formal course, including 
chamber flights, as they progress to more advanced FAA ratings. Aeromedical 
factors are required in certain Part 141 requirements, but should be re-emphasized 
in Human Factors and Safety courses for all aviation majors. 

Three units of human anatomy and physiology and three units ofaeromedical 
training encompassing the subject areas covered in item #7 of the survey. 

An optimum aeromedical factors course would consist of part lecture and part 
laboratory experiences. This subject is a good candidate for graduate study. 

The course should follow the outline in the Jeppesen text, augmented by using an 
altitude chamber, Barany chair, night vision demonstration, and taught by an MD. 

Students need to be exposed to aeromedical issues pertaining to flight physiology -
- the extent and content to aid in accident prevention. Since most pilots trained 
through the colleges and universities will not be piloting high performance aircraft 
for some time, extensive training in all aspects of aeromedical issues is only of 
value to those that have graduate programs and/or the luxury of staff or dollars 
donated to the subject. Smaller schools must include the subject in other courses, 
i.e. Aviation Safety, Basic, Advanced, Instrument, Commercial, and Certified 
Flight Instructorground schools. 
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While it is important for our students to have this information, their limited 
background and training precludes more sophisticated coursework. As one moves 
into multi-engine and jet equipment, I feel there is a definite need for an 
aeromedical course at the Junior or Senior year. 

I believe that one course (3 hours) in the subject along with a visit to an altitude 
chamber and an experience in the vertigo chair would suffice. 

The curriculum needs to include hypoxia, spatial disorientation, and illusions 
during flight. This is best accomplished with lectures on those subjects and with a 
lab follow-up including an altitude chamber, night flight, and purposeful 
disorientation during flight with a qualified flight instructor. 

I believe that this kind of training should be carefully planned so as to be as 
unintimidating, informal, interesting, clearly related to actual everyday flying and 
free of specialized medical and physiological terms as possible. I find that most 
pilots endure instruction in aeromedical factors sufficiently to pass the formal test. 
Most seem to be scoffing and antagonistic toward the subject, and reject it as 
something that the government is imposing on them or that it will never happen to 
them. 

I would like to have a simulator lab for demonstrating to each student the effects 
on that student personally of fatigue, stress, alcohol, drugs, and other sources of 
distraction from the acts of flight planning and preparation, and of piloting. I 
believe that most "accidents" result from distractions and inattention. Each 
of the factors listed in item 7 is a factor only because it distracts the pilot in some 
way or physically prevents the pilot from performing effectively. 

A five hour ( quarterly) academic course in flight physiology, approximately 50 
hours of contact time. 

I favor distributing the coverage of aeromedical factors throughout the curriculum. 
A dedicated course in flight physiology treating the subject on an advanced level 
would be best at the Junior or Senior level. An altitude chamber flight in 
conjunction with this class would be ideal. However, the FAA process for getting 
slots into military flight chambers makes it near impossible to take a group to the 
chamber. 

There should be more focus placed on aeromedical factors, however, practical 
application is also a necessary component. We must be careful to not go into too 
much depth. 

There is a need for a graduate level course to prepare the Certified Flight 
Instructor, Aviation Ground Instructor, and faculty to teach physiology to their 
students. 
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Additionally, 12 of the participants comments in item 11 of the survey referred to 

the military physiological training, combined with an altitude chamber, as being the 

optimum program that could be integrated into the curriculum. The majority of the 

participants, 34, felt that the subjects listed in item 7 of the survey were the items to be 

included in a course concerning aeromedical factors. 



CHAPTER V 

SUM:MARY, FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS, 

AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Summary 

The purpose of this study was to determine the current methodology of 

aeromedical factors instruction in University Aviation Association schools and to ascertain 

a consensus of opinion on a recommended course of aeromedical instruction. The 

problem is that no summary or analysis has been made of what UAA member universities 

presently cover and perceive should be taught with regard to physiology in an aviation 

physiology education program. This information is needed to assist today's curriculum 

designers and devleopers. The questionnaire was designed to answer specific questions 

concerning various aspects of the higher educational level of instruction in Aeromedical 

Factors. 

The participants in this study were members in the University Aviation 

Association. This group was selected to participate in this study because of the impact 

they have on the aviation community, especially in higher education. The purpose of the 

University Aviation Association, as written in the by-laws, is the development and 

advancement of aviation education; and to promote, encourage, or foster any athletic, 

charitable, benevolent, or eleemosynary purpose or activity. The objectives of the 

68 
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University Aviation Association, as written in their by-laws, are: to encourage and 

promote the attainment of the highest standards in aviation education at the college level; 

to provide a means of developing a cadre of aviation experts who would be available for 

such activities as consultation, aviation program evaluation, speaking assignments, and 

other professional contributions that would tend to stimulate and develop aviation 

education in all of its phases; to furnish a national vehicle for the dissemination of 

intelligence relative to aviation between institutions of higher education and governmental 

and industrial organizations in the aerospace field; to permit the interchange of information 

between institutions that offer aviation programs that are non-engineering oriented. 

A questionnaire was developed, validated, and disseminated to gather data from 

the various schools in the University Aviation Association. The questionnaires were 

mailed to all 105 of the institutional members in the University Aviation Association by 

first class mail on 10 September, 1994. Included in each questionnaire packet was an 

instruction sheet, a cover letter encouraging participation· in the survey that was co-signed 

by the Aviation and Space Education department head, and a stamped envelope in which 

to return the questionnaire. Of the 105 institutional members in the University Aviation 

Association, 63 questionnaires were returned and were suitable for data interpretation. 

Upo~ receiving the returned questionnaires, the data were extrapolated from each 

questionnaire and entered into a data base. Microsoft Approach and Microsoft Excel 

were used to compile data and generate the graphs and charts. Frequency counts were 

tabulated for each question and percentages were made for the total returned 

questionnaire population. Because of the representative data, it was determined to 

directly report the data without the use of statistical inferences. 
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The following research questions were discussed: 

1. How involved is the University Aviation Association schools in the instruction 

of Aeromedical Factors? 

2. If given unlimited resources, what optimal training program would University 

Aviation Associationschools implement? 

Findings 

Based on the findings of the study, the evidence supports the following 

conclusions: 

1. The majority (80%) of the responding University Aviation Association schools 

currently require instruction in Aeromedical Factors. 

2. The preferred method of instruction for Aeromedical Factors is a college 

academic course. 

3. Over 63 percent of the schools do not provide a separate formal Aeromedical 

Factors course. 

4. The current level at which Aeromedical Factors is taught is 32 percent at the 

Freshman leve~ 31 percent at the Sophomore level, 22 percent at the Junior level, 12 

percent at the Senior level, and three percent at the Graduate level. 

5. The most often taught subjects in University Aviation Association schools are 

vision in flight, spatial disorientation, hypoxia, hyperventilation, and drugs and alcohol. 

6. Only 26 (53%) of the 49 respondents awarded college credit for Aeromedical 

Factors courses. Of those who awarded college credit, 68 percent awarded three credit 

hours for completion of the Aeromedical Factors course. 



7. The type of instructor used to teach Aeromedical Factors was most often 

(48%) a faculty member. Of those that taught Aeromedical Factors only 20 percent had 

specialized training in this area. 

8. Only 35 percent of the participants incorporated any kind of specialized 

equipment to augment the Aeromedical Factors course. 
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9. Seventy-two percent of the responding University Aviation Association 

Schools encourage the use of an outside physiological training facility, whereas only two 

percent require use. 

10. Fifty percent of the University Aviation Association schools that responded 

knew the distance to the nearest physiological training facility was within 100 miles. 

11. One hundred percent of the University Aviation Association schools that 

responded deemed instruction in Aeromedical Factors as "necessary'' or higher. Thirty

six percent believed that instruction in Aeromedical Factors was "absolutely necessary." 

12. Preferred subjects in an Aeromedical Factors course include: hypoxia, 

hyperventilation, spatial disorientation, stress, fatigue, vision in flight, drugs and alcohol, 

and motion sickness. 

13. Seventy-one percent of the participants would include the use of an altitude 

chamber if they had unlimited funds. 

14. The preferred altitude to use in altitude training is 35,000 feet. 

15. The desired educational level to teach Aeromedical Factors is the Freshman, 

Sophomore, and Junior levels. 

16. Faculty were selected by 37 percent to teach Aeromedical Factors and an 

aeromedical specialist was selected by 22 percent. 



17. The desired qualifications in an aeromedical factors instructor is the military 

trained physiologist and was selected by 40 percent of the participants. 

Conclusions 

The study assessed the curriculum requirements for Aeromedical Factors in 

University Aviation Association schools. The survey also indicated the necessity for 

improving the Aeromedical Factors courses offered at University Aviation Association 

schools. 
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The findings of the survey identified that little standardization exists concerning 

course content, textbooks, instructors, and facilities. A large variation exists in the 

structure and implementation from school to school concerning instruction in Aeromedical 

Factors. 

Only two schools in the University Aviation Association offer a complete course in 

Aeromedical Factors: the University of North Dakota and Oklahoma State University. 

Training at these schools includes altitude chamber orientation and high altitude· flight 

physiology certification.. Oklahoma State University also offers two graduate courses in 

Aeromedical Factors that are designed to provide Aeromedical Factors training for the 

Certified Flight Instructor, Advanced Ground Instructor, and aviation educators. 

Current Federal Aviation Regulations stipulate the type of training required for 

various aviation certificates. These regulations, however, do not indicate who should 

teach aeromedical factors or the use of additional equipment to augment training in this 

area. 
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The review of National Transportation Safety Board historical data supports the 

need for improved aeromedical factors training for all aircrew members, especially pilots. 

The Aviation Safety Reporting System data also indicate a need for more formal education 

and advanced training concerning this subject. 

Recommendations 

Based on the findings and conclusions of this study, the following 

recommendations are made: 

1. Modification of existing Aeromedical Factors training curricula is warranted 

and should include education on subjects required by the Federal Aviation Agency and 

other required subjects. The subjects taught in an aeromedical factors course should 

include: Hypoxia, hyperventilation, spatial disorientation, illusions in flight, drugs and 

alcohol, vision in flight, fatigue, stress, cabin pressurization, decompression sickness, 

noise, acceleration, oxygen equipment, the atmosphere, respiration, gas laws, effects of 

pressure change, vibration, and circulation. 

2. Aeromedical Factors curricula at the various University Aviation Association 

schools should be standardized and should inclqde an indoctrination in an altitude 

chamber. Altitude chamber training conducted at military instillations should be 

considered as the standard for general aviation aircrew and pilots. 

3. Provide advance/specialized Aeromedical Factors training for the Certified 

Flight Instructor, Advanced Ground Instructor, and faculty that teach Aeromedical 

Factors. 
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4. University Aviation schools that are near a military, federal, or civilian' 

physiological training facility should take advantage of the training opportunity and make 

attitude chamber and spatial orientation training a part of the syllabi for the Aeromedical 

Factors course. Those schools that are not close to such a facility should attempt to make 

arrangements for an extended class trip to take advantage of the added educational benefit 

of attitude chamber training. 

5. Increase the emphasis placed on Aeromedical Factors training in University 

Aviation Association schools. Make Aeromedical Factors a mandatory course for all 

students pursuing the professional pilot option in University Aviation Association schools. 

6. Teach different aspects of aeromedical factors as early as possible in the 

aviation students flight education. Teach a formal Aeromedical factors course in the 

junior year. 

Recommendations for Future Research 

1. In order to provide highly qualified Aeromedical Factors instructors, a 

comprehensive analysis of the educational expertise required for these instructors should 

be investigated. 

2. A more detailed analysis concerning the different curriculum requirements and 

capabilities for Aeromedical Factors should be made between two-year and four-year 

University Aviation Association schools. 

3. A swvey concerning aeromedical factors teaching philosophy, methods, and 

desired outcomes of all the aviation schools in the United States should be made to 



establish a comprehensive database that would establish a universal training program on 

Aeromedical Factors. 
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The purpose of this study has been to describe the current practices, the perceived 

need, and an optimum aeromedical factors training program for University Aviation 

Association schools. This information will help University Aviation Association schools in 

the future to identify. current practices and proposed instructional methods. The 

University Aviation Association schools may wish to consider adoption of additional 

subjects and training methods ~ identified in the survey. 
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FOREWORD 

Aviation Physiology deals with tbe physical and memal cffec::s of fli;m on a::ir crew persomzl. and 
passcngcrs. Study of this booklet will familiame you with some of c:e phys:lologicli probic:ms of 
Bight. and will msauct you in me use of some mvices um Avmicn P!!ysialcgisrs m1 omc::s nave 
developed to assist in the compmsation for me mmiercas m.i::n 0111et:aJ dm:lges tlmare ~ 
infligbr. 

For most of yoa. Avialicm Pbysiology may be m cmireiy e,, field. To ama::s. it is 1'0!'!eming dm you 
were raugm while in me militazy semce orelmwbele. 

Ii is our sin= bape that we cm mligbrm. srimnlare and assis)W dming :,,oar bric:f sray wilh us. Aftu 
you have rmmect ID your regular IOllliD=. remember ma lbe Aimlm Fduc:aciaa Bmx:h ofme Civil 
Armmedic:a1 Jnsmure Slrives ID assist with pmbiems Ci I I ¥iii ii :g Avizi&:m Ph!siaJogy. 

lDquiries sboald be add1'essed ro: 

Mika Monroney AeronautfCaJ camar 
Civil Aeromedical Institute 
Airman Educadon Branch. AAM-420 
P .0. Box 25082 
Oklahoma City; Oklahoma 73125 

Phone: (40S) 6804837 
FI'S: 747-4837 
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INTRODUCTION TO PHYSIOLOGIC..\L TRAfl'i'lNG 

Humans have a remarkable ability to adapt to their surmtmdings. rce human bcxi:,, makes adjust· 
ments for changes in external temperature, acclimates to barometr.c pressure 1."ar'..atiom1 from one habi
tat to another. compensates for motion in space and posturai chan~es in reiation :o !.,rr.iv:ry. resxsts tox:c 
agents and diseases. and j,:>erfonns all these adju,tments wrule m~ng c::a.nging enenz:· reqw."'eme:::s 
for varying amounts of physical and mental activity. The human bociy does adjus.: to at.-ute anci chrmi=c 
red11'"tions in its" oxygen supply by increasing respiration. c:hemicai ~ in the blood. and by i!'I· 
creasing production of red blood cells: however, a complete abseoce of 0%;"gen 'A"ill cause dearil in "?" 
proximately five to eight minutes. 

In aviation, the demands upon the compensatory meciwusms of the bodr are numerous and of 
considerable magnitude. The environmental changes of greatest paysio~ significance in~ in 
flight are: marked chan~ in barometric pressure. considerable "-ariatioa in te:nperar-Jre, and mm-e
ment at high speed in three dimensions. 

The advances in aeronautical and mechanical engineering in the pasr dec:acie have resulted in the 
development of highly versatile aucraft. Since we are essentially ground creatures.. we must learn how ro 
adjust to the low pressures and temper.umes of flight. and the effects of aa:elerarion on the bociy. Law 
visibility with its concomitant problems of disorientation. and probiems reiated t:> the general ?hysi.cal 
and mental stress associated with flight. should also be considered. Hemans cannot operate these 
machines at full <.-apacity without physical aids. such as a supple:nental supply of ~-gen and pres
surized cabins for use at altitudes starting as low as 10.000 feet. 

We must overcome the handicaps imposed by natwe on an organism ciesigneci for tenestriai life. In 
particuJar. the limiting factors in adjustment of the human body ~o night must be appteciated. The ez
tent to which these limiting factms are alleviated by available eqmpment must be undemood cl~-
Indifference, ignorance. and carelessness can nullify the foresight, ingenuity. and effort mvolveci io sup
plying the pilot with efficient equipment. 

An effort is made in the following pages to outline some of the important factors ~ ph:"-s
iological effects of flight. and to describe the devices and procedures that will <."OIDtribute to the safety 
and efficiency of all who fly. 
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Aprii 18. 1994 

Mr. David Conway 
Oklahoma State Unr.-ersity 
300 :-lorth Cordell 
Stillwater. OK 74!:i-8-0422 

Dear Mr. Conway: 

... •..5RS O~c~ 
-,.23::.s5~ 

·.·~,o~~:ain ~.-~ Ci.Jirro-·c ~("'; 
-~~--~ne •.:"°E ~3~ 

SEARCH REQUEST NO. 3419: '"'HYPOXIA O·R HYP£R\ "E:'.'i-'TIL..\ nos RlEPORTS"' 

In response to your :-:quest of NASA's Avumon Sa.iiety Repon::ng ~yS'.=. =,;,= is a pElilllOC[ci 58 n::;:c= 
referencing hypoxia or hypcrvcntilai:ion incidents. -~ is m c:xplz:muon :c die coded. miaanau:ioo 
contained in your pr:ntouL 

At the time of this search, the ASRS database CXlllCl:IIDCd 46-798 fuiJ;.fam re::::cr::s tec:ch"Cd :sine: 
January l, 1986. Thc"c were also U7.77hbbre\-i:lm:d-fcm:ucaxti5 ill 1% aia:2..":lsc:. bat sin= mcidicras 
involving the above-mentioned topoc arc oot idcmitiablc in tbcsc =:ems. ~-= cxdudcd from. me se:u:ci. 

Please bear in mind !hat the ASRS ::pons arc soft data. The repcr:s ar.: ~ -voiumaciiy mi :arc suiJ!ea 
to self-reponing bia..--cs. Such incidi::nts. in many c=. ba'lloe DOl bc:::o o::m-.JixnraL by me ?Al .. ;r .!l.'TSB. 

We hope you find ti:.is information :::seful for your :;:mrposcs. ?l:::tSC no:.e wim: .:...--: :.tile aII:IClCd cave:ai 
regarding statistical use of ASRS idomwI.on and tine poiDt Mr.~ mz...-s :::i. rnis cov~ m::morax:cwm 
to recipients. 

We would appreciate any commcm::s you have reg:mding tile value (:ll tl::is sc:-n.::. :.rl" you ba!vc my ..:plCStlcmi; or 
comments, please do not hesitate ro comact us at t4;15) 969-3969. 

Sincerely, -

~lj~ 
Danielle Theriault 

\. ASRS Database Specialist 

\ A-~ \it\\_~ 
\.- .. --.. 
Vincent J. Mellone 
ASRS Deputy Program Manager 

DT 
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National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 

Ames R~ Center 
Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000 

Reo,y to Ann ol: FL:2 62- 1 

MEMORANDUM FOR: Recipients of Aviation Safety Reporting System Data 

SUBJECT: Data Derived from ASRS Reports 

• 

The attached material is furnished pursuant to a request for data fn::m the NASA Aviation Safety 
Reporting System (ASRS). Recipients of this material are reminded of the folowing points which 

must be considered when evaluating these data 

ASRS reports are submitted voluntarily. The existence in the ASRS database of reports 

concerning a specific topic cannot, therefore, be used to inter the prevalence « that problem 

within the national aviation system. 

Reports submitted to ASRS may be amplified by further contact with the individual who submitted 
them. but the information provided by the reporter is not investigated further. Such infonnation 
may or may not be correct in any or all respects. At best. it represents the perception of a specific 

individual who may or may not understand all of the factors invoived in a given issue or event. 

After preliminary processing, all ASRS reports are detdentified. There is no way to identify the 

individual who submitted a report. All ASRS records systems are designed to prevent any 

possibility of identifying individuals submitting, or other names, in ASRS reports. There is. 
therefore, no way to verify infonnation submitted in an ASRS report after it has been deidentified. 

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration and its ASRS a:intraclcr. 8attele Memorial 
Institute, specifically disclaim any responsibif"dy for any irtetp.etaticN1 WhCh may be made by others 
of any material or data furnished by NASA in response to queries ct the ASRS database and 
related materials. 

!Jv~__Q William Reynard. D1t r ' , . 

Aviation Safety R ·ng System 
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CAVEAT REGARDING STATISTICAL 
USE OF ASRS INFORMATION 

Certain caveats apply to the use of ASRS statistical data All ASRS reports are 
voluntarily submitted, and thus cannot be conside,-sd a measu:ed random sample of 
the full population of like events. For example, we .receive several thousand altitude 
deviation reports each year. This number may comprise over half of all the altitude 
deviations which occur, or it may be just a small fraction of total occurrences. We have 
no way of knowing which. 

Moreover, not all pilots, controllers, air carriers, or other participants in the aviation 
system, are equally aware of the ASRS or equally willing to report to us. Thus, the 
data reflect reporting biases. These biases, which are not fully known or measurable, 
distort ASRS statistics. A safety problem such as near midair collisions (NMACs) may 
appear to be more highly concentrated in area "A" than area "B" simply because the 
airmen who operate in area "A" are more supportive of the ASRS program and more 
inclined to report to us should an NMAC occur. 

Only one thing can be known for sure from ASRS statistics-they represent the lower 
measure of the true number of such events which are occurring. For example, if 
ASRS receives 300 reports of track deviations in 1993 (this number is purely 
hypothetical), then it can be known with certainty t"lat at least 300 such events have 
occurred in 1993. 

B~cause of these statistical limitations, we believe tnat the real power" of ASRS lies in 
the report narratives. Here pilots, controllers, and others, tell us about aviation safety 
incidents and situations in detail. They explain what happened, and more importantly, 
why it happened. Using report narratives effective4y requires an extra measure of 
study, the knowledge derived is well worth the added effort. 
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Aims Community College 
P. 0. Box 69 
Greeley.CO 80632 
3033308008 

Auburn L"niversity 
211 Aerospace Engineering 
Auburn L"niversity.AL 368495338 
2058446848 

Bridgev,-a.ter State College 
Maxwell Library, Park Avenue 
Bridgewater.MA 02325 
5086971779 

Central Texas College 
P. 0. Box 1800 
Killeen. TX 765409990 
8175261241 

Clayton State College 
P. 0. Box 285 

Morrow.GA 30260 
4049613569 
College of Aeronautics 
La Guardia Airport 
Flushing,::,..-Y 11371 
7184296600 

Concordia Cniv. Wisconsin 
12800 Nonh Lake Shore Drive 
Mequon,\\1530972402 
4142435700 

Delaware State College 
1200 Nonh DuPont Highway 
Dover.DE 19901 
3027393535 

Eastern Kentucky l"niversity 
Aviation Prog-Stranon Rm 245 
Richmond.KY 404753131 
6066221014 

Emery Aviation College 
1955 Nonh Union Blvd. 
Colorado Springs.CO 809092286 
7196328116 

Andrews Cniversity 
Dept. Aviation 
Berrien Springs,MI 491()..; 
6164711455 

Averett College 
420 W. Main Street 
Danville. VA 24540 
8047915615 

Broward Community CoI:ege 
7200 Hollywood Pines s:..-d. 
Pembroke Pines.FL 33024 
3059638910 

Central Washingten University 
Flight Technology 
Ellensburg, WA 98926 
5099633691 

Cloud County Community College 
2221 Campus Dr .. P. 0. Box IC,02 
Concordia.KS 66901 
8007295101 

College of West Virginia 
609 S. Kanawha Street 
Beckley, WV 25802 
8007666067 

Daniel Webster College 
20 University DriYe 
Nashua,NH 03063 
6035776611 

Delta State University 
P. 0. Box 3203, DSU 
Cleveland.MS 38733 
6018464208 

Elizabeth City State Univ 
ECSU. Box 823 
Elizabeth City,NC 27909 
9193353290 

Fainnont State College 
Route 3, Box 13 
Bridgeport, WV 26330 
3048428300 
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Arizona Swe University 
Dept. of Aeronautical Tech. 
Tempe.AZ 85287 
6029654033 

Bayior University 
P. 0 Box 91 413 
Waco.TX 767987413 
817"."553563 

Central Missouri St. Univ. 
TRG 210 Dept. of Power and Tran 
Warrensburg,MO 64093 
8165-434975 

Chadron State College 
1000 Main Street 
Chadron.:r,.."E 69337 
3084326349 

Cochise Community College 
Route l, Box l 00 
Douglas.AZ 85607 
602364030: 

Community Col. of BeaYer Co. 
Avn. Science Ctr 1.25 Cessna Dr. 
Beaver Falls.PA 150101060 
4128477000 

Davis College 
4747 Monroe Street 
Toledo.OH 43623 
4194732700 

Dowiing College 
School of A'\·iation & Trans. 
Oakdale,NY 11771 
5162443320 

Embry-Riddle Aeronautical Univ 
600 South Clyde Morris Blvd. 
Daytona Beach.FL 321143900 
9042.266818 

Florida Community College 
101 West State St .. Rm. Al025 
Jacksonville.FL 32.2023056 
9046338289 



Florida Institute of Tech. 
150 West University Blvd. 
Melbourne.FL 32901698.8 
4077688000 

Gateway Technical College 
4940 88 Avenue 
Kenosha. WI 53144 
4146566977 

Guilford Tech. Comm. College 
260 N. Regional Road 
Greensboro.NC 27410 
9106659425 

Hesston College 
P. 0. Box 3000 
Hesston.KS 67062 
3163278321 

Indiana State University 
Classroom Bldg, Room l 03 
Terre Haute.IN 47809 
8122372641 

Kansas State University-Salina 
2425 Hein Avenue 
Salina.KS 67401 
9138262679 

Louisiana Tech University 
P. 0. Box 3181, Tech Station 
Ruston.LA 712729989 
3182572691 

Mercer County Comm College 
1200 Old Trenton Rd. 
Trenton.NJ 08690 
6095864800 

Middle Tennessee State Univ. 
Box 67, Aerospace Dept. 
.\furfreesboro, TN 37132 
6158982788 

Navarro College 
3200 West 7th Avenue 
Corsicana. TX 75110 
9038747849 

Florida Memoria.: College 
15800 N. \\". 42nc A ver.ue 
Miami.FL 33054 
3056231+40 

Georgia S:ate L":-..:versir::-· 
P. 0. Box 4018 
Atlanta.GA 303C 33083 
4()..:.65143:3 

Hampton L"niversity 
Airway Science ?rog:rac 
Hampton. VA 23668 
8047275418 

Honolulu Comm:.mity (.:,liege 
874 Dillingham Sivd. 
HoooluluJil 968 i 7459S 
8088479861 

Inter American C:liv. of P.R. 
Highway i 14 Kn:.. 2.:: ~!.inillas 
Bayamon.PR 00959 
8097241912 

Lehigh Co. Community College 
600 Hayden Cir._ ABE I:n:'l A. P 
AJlentowr...PA 1S103 
2152647035 

Lynn Unh,ersity 
3601 N. Military Trail 
BocaRaton.FL 334315::98 
4079940770 

Metropolitan St. Col of .Den,·er
Campus Box 30. P. 0. Box 17!362 
Denver,CO 8021 "'."3362 
3035562982 

Morris Brown Cc]ege 
643 :Marti.a Luthe:r Kin~ Jr. Dr 
Atlanta.GA 3031~ 
4042200159 

Nicholls State l:rJversity 
P. 0. Box 1222 
Thibodeaux.LA 7J302 
5044473386 
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Fox \"alley Techcical Cc-ilege 
360: S. Cct.tnty I • Orego::i St.) 
Osha..osh. \\154902037 
41~2407.L7 

Gecr.-g:ian C:,llege 
i G::org:iai: Drive. Barrie 
Om:ario.C..!._"\ . ..\D.~ L4~! 3X9 
-:-05-:.:51::; 

Hei:cierson State L"nivers:,y 
HSCBox -511 
Arbdelph:aAR 7"19990(•01 
501:.465511 

Indian Hillis Colll!:l. College 
A..-iairion Dedpt .. 5 25 Grandview 
Ottcmwa.L~ 525C•l 
51568352:: 

In..-e:r Hills Comn:unity College 
844:5 Colle:se Traii 
ln\-er Grm.e Heig:ns,iw,; 55075 
612-45085&4 

Lewis t: ni<,.7 ersity 
Roune53 
Ror.oeoville.IL 60441 
815S.3805C•oJ 

Mamato S.:ate l:civersit:• 
A,'iau:ioin Manage:ment-MSU Box 
14 
.\fammo_\!S 56C»J284QG, 
507389543 .. J 
~fiai:::ni-Daoe Communit...- Colle2e 
llOEl S.W. 104 Street . -,it -
.\fiarni.FL 331763393 
305:::3729$0 

~fol.:lltain 'I. "iew College 
4849 W. n:mois Avenue 
Dali.:as.TX -5211€599 
214.:33877-4 

~orfblk Sr::re Uni·,·ersity 
240i: Corprew Ave-Com;,uter Sci. 
:S-orfolk, VA 23504 
80468394-1-i 



North Shore Community College 
One Femcroft Road 
Danvers.:MA O 1945 
5087624000 

Northern Virginia Comm College 
6901 Sudley Road 
Manassas, VA 2211 O 
7032576608 

Oklahoma State University 
300 N. Cordell, OSU Aviation 
Stillwater.OK 74074 
4057445856 

Pittsburgh Inst. of Aeronautics 
P.O. Box 10897 
Pittsburgh,PA 15236 
4124629011 

Richard J. Daley College 
7500 S. Pulaski Road 
Chicago,IL 60652 
3128380300 

Rose State College 
6420 S.E. 15th Street 
Midwest City. OK 73110 
4057333778 

Southeastern OK State Univ. 
Station A Box 4136, Aerospace 
Durant.OK 74701 
4059240121 

St. Francis College 
180 Remsen Street 
Brooklyn Heights,NY 11201 
7185222300 

Texas State Technical College 
3801 Campus Drive 
Waco, TX 76705 
8177993611 

J.S. Air Force Academy 
557 Flying Training Squadron 
USAFA.CO 80840 
7194722245 

Northeast Louisiana University 
Dept of Avn. 700 University Dr 
Monroe.LA 71209 
3183421780 

Northwest Technical Coi:ege 
1301 Highway One East 
Thief River Falls.:\fN 56'."0125Y9 
2186815424 

Palo Alto College 
1400 W. Villaret Blvd. 
Sil.n Antonio. TX 78224 
2109215173 

Pratt Community College 
Highway61 
Pratt.KS 67124 
3166725641 

Rocky Mountain College 
1511 Poly Drive 
Billings,MT 59102 
4066571060 

San Jacinto College 
8060 Spencer Hwy. 
Pasadena.TX 77501 
7134761501 

Southern Illinois Cniversity 
College of Technical Careers 
Carbondale,IL 6290 I 
6184538898 

Tennessee State Cniversity 
3500 John A. Merritt Blvd. 
Nashville.TN 37209 
6153203287 

The Ohio State University 
164 W. 19th Ave .. Aviation Bldg. 
Columbus. OH 432101110 
6142925636 

Univ. of Alaska Anchorage 
3211 Providence Drive 
Anchorage.AK 99508 
9077864676 
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Nortileastern OK A & M College 
2nd & I N.E.. Box 3855 
Miami.OK 74354 
9185428441 

Ohio University 
Ohio University . .\irport 
Athens.OH 45701 _:979 
6146982028 

Parks College of St. Louis 
Uni...-ersity 
Cahokia.IL 62206 
6183377500 

Purc±ue University 
Aviarion Tech. Department 
West Lafayene,L.',:" 479063398 
3174949950 

Rogers State College 
Advanced Aviation Technology 
Claremore.OK 740172099 
9183417510 

San Jose State University 
One Washington Square 
San Jose,C..\ 95192008 l 
4089246580 

St. Cloud State University 
HH201 720 S. 4th Avenue 
St. Cioud,MN 563014498 
6122552107 

Texas Southern Cniversity 
3100 Cleburne Ave. 
Houston, TX 77004 
7136391847 

Tulsa Junior College 
372i East Apacha 
Tulsa.OK 7-:.I 153151 
9186317511 

Univ. of Dubuque 
2000 University Ave. 
Dubuque.IA 5200 I 
3195893179 



Univ. of Illinois 
Willard A/P, l Airpon Rd. 
Savoy.IL 61874 
2172448601 

Univ. of Nebraska-Omaha 
422 Allwine Hall. Aviation Inst. 
Omaha.NE 681820508 
4025543424 

Univ. College of Fraser Valley 
33844 King Road 
Abbotsford,BC V2S 4N2 
6048544550 

Univ. of Oklahoma 
1700 Lexington 
Nonnan,OK 73069 
4053251928 

Vincennes University 
RR4, Box 187 
Lawrenceville,.Il. 62439 
8128854500 

Western Oklahoma St. College 
2801 N. Main 
Altus,OK 73521 
4054772000 

Winona State Univ. 
Pasteur Hall/Physics Dept. 
Winona.MN 55987 
5074575264 

Univ. of Maryland Eastern Shore 
A WS Department, Backbone Rd. 
Princess Anne,MD 21853 
4106512200 

Univ. of Southern California 
927 W. 35th Place.. Room 102 
Los Angeles.CA 900890021 
2137403995 

Univ. of Alaska- Fairbanks 
3750 Geist Road 
Fairbanks,AK 99709 
9074745688 

Utah State Univ. 
ITE Department 
Logan,lJT843226000 
8017501795 

Wallace State College 
P.O. Box 2000 
Hanceville,AL 350772000 
2057394452 

Wichita State Univ. 
1845 Fainnont 
Wichita.KS 672600088 
3166893367 
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Univ. of Nebraska-Kearney 
Bus. Dept .• West Campus. WCE: 
Kearney,NE 68849 
3082348570 

Univ. of the Dist. cf Columbia 
4200 Connecticut A.ve .. ~ -W 
Washington.DC 2C•)08 
2022746205 

Univ. of North Dakota 
Box 9007 L""niv. Station 
Grand Forks.ND 582029007 
7017772185 

Utah Valley State College 
800 W. 1200 South 
Orem.UT 840585999 
8012:28000 

Western Michigan L""niiv. 
WMl:" Aviation Bldg. 
Kalamazoo_\fi 490083899 
6163876587 

Wilmington College 
320 DuPont High1"'-ay 
~ew Castle.DE 19"'.":20 
3023:49401 
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BY-LAWS 

of the 

UNIVERSITY AVIATION 
AS S OCI AT I ON 

(Revised October 1990) 



BY-LA·~;s 

OF THE 

UN1VERSITY AVIATION ASSOCIATION 
(Revised Octobe::- 1990) . 

ARTICLE I 
ORGANlZATION 

Tne Cniversity Aviation Association,. _Inc. (::ereina....:Cer referred to as :he " . .\ssociarion"~. is 
organized as a not-for-profit corporatior~ under the Illincis Ge::eral ::,.i'ot-For-Prcfit 
Corporation Act, and the principal office a.=d registered agem of the Association shall be 
located in the City of Chicago, State of IDir.ois, o::- such ::>ther :ocaticn witr.:n the State of 
Illinois as the Association may designate. 

ARTICLE ll 
PURPOSES OF ASSOCIATION 

Section 2.1. The purpose of the association is the development and advance:nem of 
aviation education; and to promote, encourage, or fuster a;iy athletic, c::aritable, ber:evolent, 
or eleemosynary purpose or activity. 

Section 2.2. The Association shall have s-..:ch powers as are now or may hereafter ::,e 
granted by the Illinois General Not-For-Prom Corporation Ac:. 

Section 2.3. the Associa~n shall not engage in any business of a kind orcinarily carr.ed 
on for profit and nothing in these By-laws shall authcrize the Associaticn to, and t=e 
Association shall not enter into any transaction, carry en any activity, or engage in a:iy 
business for pecuniary profit, and any monies rece:ved by the Association shall be applied 
exclusively for the not-for-profit purposes and objects of the Association as set forth here:n, 
and no part thereof shall inure to the benefit of any private individuai. 

ARTia.Eill 
OBJECTIVES OF ASSOCIATION 

Section 3.1. The objectives of the Association are: :o encourage and promote t::.e 
attainment of the highest standards in aviation education at the college !eve:; to provide a 
means of developing a cadre of aviation expens woo would be available for such activities 
as consultation,. aviation program evaluation. speaking assignments, ai:d other professior..al 
conmoutions that would tend to stimulate and develop aviation educaticn in ail of its phases; 
to furnish a national vehicle for the dissemination of intelligence relative to aviation between 
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institutions of higher education and governmental and inc:::::.:strial organizations in :..'le 
aerospace field; to permit the interchange of information be:-.veen :nstitutions that oi:er 
aviation programs that are non-engineering oriented; for e:ca:nple, business, technolc~, 
transportation, and education; to actively support ae::-ospace-or:e:ited :cache:- educacion w:til 
particular emphasis on workshops and the development of c:aterials; to ;:rovide for ~e 
administration of the National Intercollegia!e Flf.ng Association Foundation through t=e 
appointment of Trustees of the NIFA Foundation as provided in the Foundation By-laws 
and letter of agree::nent to the P:-esident of the Cniversity A'wiation Association: and :o 
actively support the National Intercollegiate Flying Association and provide for t=e 
administration of the Association through the appointment of n:embers of the NIF A Council 
as provided in By-laws of NIFA The Council will have comp:e:e and final authority over 
all activities of NIF A as provided by the By-laws of NIF A 

Section 3.2.. No par:: of the net earnings of the Association shall inure to the benefit of. ::,r 
be distributed to, itS members, trustees, officers, or other private pe:-sons., except that c::.e 
Association shall be authorized and empowered to pay reasonable compensation for servic:s 
rendered and to make payments and distnbutions in furtherance of the purposes set for--~ 
No substantial part of the activities of the Association shall be the carrying on of 
propaganda, or otherwise attempting to influence legislation a.:::.d the corporation shall cot 
participate in, or intervene in (including the publishing or dis.::bution of stateme:::tS ), acy 
political campaign on behalf of any candidate for public office. Notwithstanding any other 
provision of these articles, the Association shall not carry on any other activities not 
permitted to be carried on [a] by an association exempt from Federal income tax or (b] by 
an association, conmbutions to which are deductible under Section 170 ( c )(2) of the Internal 
Revenue Code of 1954. 

ARTICLE IV 
MEMBERSHIP 

Section 4.1. Membership shall be approved by the Board of Trustees upcn 
recommendation of any officer, member, or the Executive Direcror. Membership categories 
will be institutional, professional, associate, corporate, affiliate, and emeritus. 

Section 4.2.. Institutional membership will be open to professionally accredited, technical 
or associate and baccalaureate level institutions with an existing er planned aviation program 
or course offerings. Institutions will designate one individual as the voting representative. 

Section 4.3. Professional membership shall be a voting membe:ship open to all persons en 
college or university faculty or staff engaged in or interested in the furtherance of any forms 
of aviation education. 

Section 4.4. Associate membership shall be a voting membersi:ip open to any person wit:t 
a sincere interest in furthering aviation education. This includes, but is not limited ta, 
persons employed directly or in a consultant status in the aerospace industry. 
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Section 4.5. Corporate membership will be open to organizations and ente::-crises which 
have an interest and concern in the purpose and goais of the Association. Organizations ~ 
designate one individual as the voting representative. 

Section 4.6. Affiliate membership shall be a voting member open to unde:rgradua:e 
students in aviation programs. This membership category shall be closed when it reaches 
20% of the Professional membership total. · 

Section 4.7. Honorary membership shall be a non-voting membership bestowed on these 
patrons of aviation education who have contributed to the advancement of the Association ·s 
aims. 

Section 4.8. Emerirus membership shall be a non-voting membership granted to past 
professional and associate members who no longer are otherwise eligible. 

Section 4.9. Acceptance of membership in the Association shall automatically constitu:e 
a pledge on the part of each member to uphold the By-laws of tl:::e Association and to abice 
by and adhere to all decisions made and courses of action taken by the Association pursuant 
to the By-laws. 

ARTia.EV 
PATRON 

The Patron of University Aviation Association designation will be made to government er 
industry, company or organization with an interest in furthering aviation education which 
contrfbutes $200 or more annually in dollars or equivalent services to t:AA. Services which 
may be "in kind" will be in direct support of the ongoing activities and programs rather than 
grants or contracts for developmental type projects. Patrons may request earmarking er 
designation of funds contributed with the final decision on awarding patron or continuing 
patron on the basis of such stipulation left to. the UAA Board of Trustees. 

ARTICLE VI 
OFFIQ;RS 

Section 6.1. The officers of this corporation shall be a president, a president-elect, a 
secretary and a treasurer. 

Section 6.2. The officers of president and president-elect shall be limited to those members 
categorized as professional. All other officers and board membership may be held by any 
member categorized as professional or associate. 

Sectiop 6.3. All officers shall be elected by the voting members of the Association. A 
plurality of all votes cast shall be necessary to an election. The Board cf Trustees shall have 
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the power to presence the rules of the election. Each officer shall hold office for the te:m 
of one year. 

Section 6.4. The president shall preside at ann~l meetings and other appropriately 
scheduled meetings, shall appoint chairman for wor.ldng COIIllI'.ittees,. shall initiate and carry 
out appropriate administrative taSks as decided by the membership. shall coorciinate the 
activities and functions of the officers with those of the office of the executive director in 
order to ensure efficient progress towards Association objectives. T.o.e president shall s=.gn 
all written contractS and obligations duly authorized by the Board of Trustees with the 
exception of checks, and shall counter sign. all written contracts and other legal obligations 
as initiated by the office of Executive Direc:or and authorized by the Board of Trustees. In 
the event of resignation, inability to serve, or death of the President, the order of succession 
to the presidency shall be the president-ele::t to the most recent available past president. 

Section 6.5. The president-elect shall assist the president in the performance of duty, 
preside in the absence of the president, and coordinate with the office of executive direc:or 
as transition is made from president-elect to president. 

Sectjog 6.6. The secretary shall be responsible for recording the minutes of the annual 
meeting and all other official meetings of the Association which will be dismbuted to 
members for approval. The secretary shall maintain the official minutes and records of the 
Association and shall provide to any trustee, officer or member of the Association any 
pertinent information as it relates to the official activities of the Asscciation. 

Section 6. 7. The treasurer shall be respoI1Sible for the control of all monies taken in and 
disbursed by the Association and shall provide a report of the Association's financ:ial 
condition at the annual meeting and at other meetings upon request by the Board of 
Trustees. The treasurer will be authorized to sign all checks for disbursement on behalf of 
the Association and may delegate authority for signing of checks to the executive direcrcr 
for those monies budgeted to the office of executive directer in accordance with the 
approved budget. The treasurer shall have the authority to appoint an assistant treasurer. 
The assistant treasurer shall have the authority to perform all duties of the treasurer as set 
forth in the By-laws. The assistant treasurer shall not be considered a member of the Board 
of Trustees. Checks may be signed for the Association by the president in the absence of 
the treasurer. The treasurer will be resp0DS1ble for the overall financial condition of the 
Association and will prepare, with input from the officers and the em:utive director, the 
annual budget for approval by the Board of Trustees. The treasurer will make appropriate 
recommendations to the Board of Trustees concemmg all grants and donations solicited by 
and/or offered to the Association. 
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ARTia.EVll 
TRUSTEF,S 

Section 7.1~ A Board of Trustees shall consist of these officers. together with nine trustees 
selected from the active membership and the immediate past president. if not otherwise a 
me:nber cf the board. The truStees shall be elected in groups of three for a three year term 
to provide board geographic representation of the Association membership If at all possible. 

Vacancies that may occur on the Board of Trustees shall be filled by appointment by the 
. president for the unexpired term of the member vacating the position. 

Section 7.2, The Board of Trustees shall be respoDSI"ble for the business of the Association, 
shall make and enforce necessary rules for its management. and sball present at each annual 
meeting a complete statement of the financial condition of the Association. including its 
receipts and expenditures, and its assets and liabiliti~_. It shall be empowered to authorize 
anv uustee to act for the secretarV in his absence. it will draft all amendments to the Bv-laws 
for approval by the membership, and it will oversee the office of executive director inciuding 
the appomtment of the executive directoi: to office. 

Section 7.3. A majority of the Board of Trustees shall constitute a quorum for the 
transa.ction of business. All actiom of the Board of Trustees under the authority of this 
artic:le shall be reported to the· Association at the first meeting succeeding their adoption by 
the board. 

ARTia.EVDI 
PROFFS:rrONAL STAFF. 

SrrtirnJ &.L The AsSociation may have an executive director who shall direct the work of 
the Association in accordance with the policies and procedures as established by the Board 
of Trustees. The executive direcror shall be appointed by the Board of Trustees and shall 
be directly respons1"ble to the board. The executive director shall be an ex officio member 
of all standing and special committees of the Association. If the position of executive 
director becomes vacant, the Board of Trustees shall appoint an ac:ting director to serve until 
a new executive director is appointed. 

Section 8.2 The executive directer may, in accordance with the Association budget, provide 
for such other staff personnel necessary to cany out the purposes of the Association. Such 
personnel as identified by position in approved budget shall be selected and hired by the 
executive director. 
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ARTICLE IX 
MEETINGS 

Section 9.1.. There shall be at least one annual meeting of this Association at such time and 
piace tha1: the Board :,f Trastees e}ect. 

Se::tion 9., Special meeticgs ~· be held upon the call of the Board of Trustees or upon 
pe:ition oi. ten membe::s. A written :notice of such special meetings must be received by each 
member at leas: one week before me date appointed. This notice shall state the reason for 
the callin;g of me mee:ing ana no bcsiness shall be transacted thereat except that specifically 
re.Gen ed :to in me notice. 

Section 9.3. At any meeting of th.e Association. twenty members shall constitute a quorum. 
btat a smaller nmnber may adjourn to a later date. 

ARTICLEX 
COMMll lffS 

11= Board ofT:rastces, or the president, upon authorization of the Board of Trustees. may 
appoint sm:h special eommie.ees as they may deem advisable. 

ARTICLE XI 
FISCAL YEAR 

The ammaI business year af the Association shall be from October 1 to the following 
Seprembc:r 30 and designated as the fiscal year of the initial month. 

ARTICLE XII 
:m.ms 

Srs;ign 121. Dues for all members.mp categories will be established at the annual meeting 
for the stlibseqacnt year. 

Srn:ism I" 2 Does for all membe:"Ships shall be due on the anniversazy dates of initial 
membersI::ri:p and de~em two months thereafter. 

ARTICLEXIIl 
AMENDMENTS 

These By--:iaws .o::iay be amended by :;:,reposed action of the Board of Trustees on their own 
initiative er upon petition free five active members, and subsequent proposed action by the 
Boe::d of Trustees. In either case, tb: proposed action shall be subsequently reported to the 
meobersi:::ip for iinal a.;,proval or d:sapproval. 
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ARTICT.E XIV 
WAIVER OF NOTICE 

V.-nenever any notice whatsoeVer is required to be given under the provisions of the IDinois 
Not-For-Profi':: Corporation Act or unde:- the provisions of the Articles of Incorporation or 
ti:e By-laws of the Association. a waive:- thereof in writing signed by the person or persons 
entitled to such notice, whether before or after the time stated therein, shall be deemed 
equivalent to the giving of such notice. 

ARTia.EXV 
BUI FS OF ORDER 

Roberts Rules of Order, latest edition. is the authority governing proceedings in meetings 
and coIIferences of the Association. board, and officers, so far as such rules are not in 
ccmflict with the By-laws. 

ARTia.EXVI 
D1SroLT,mON 

Upon the dissolution of the Association. the Board of Trustees shall, after paying or making 
provision for the payment of all of the liabilities of the Association, dispose of all the assets 
of the Association exclusively for the purpose of the corporation in such manner, or to such 
~tion organized and operated exclusively for charitable, educational, religious. or 
scientific purposes as shall at the time qualify as an exempt organization or organizations as 
the Board ofTIUStee shall determine. AD:rf such assets not so disposed of shall be disposed 
of by the Court of Common Pleas of the county in which the principal office of the 
Association is then located, exclusively for such purposes or to such organization or 
organizations. as said Court shall determine, which are organized and operated exclusively 
for such purposes. · · 
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APPENDIXE 

MILITARY PHYSIOLOGICAL TRAINING 

FACILITIES 
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Aerospace Physiolog:ical Training t;'Dit 
1299thPTf 
ADdlews AFB. MD 20331S3QO 
3019814654 
3019812469 

Aerospace Physiological Tciining unit 
14 Med Sq/SGT 
Coiumbus AFB, MS 397015300 
6014342781 
61(14342889 

Ac:lospace Physiological Training Unit 
A'\1Jl Phys Tmg DFI 
NAS BaJbczs Point... HI 968625300 
8086844149 
8086840354 

Aerospace Physioqical Tl:lining Ullit 
47 Med ScpSGT 
l..allgblin AFB, TX 788435244 
2102985761 
2102986489 

Aerospace~ TCliniug Ullit 
21 Med GplSGT 
Pm:rsonAFB, C0809141S30 
7195564115 
7195567960 

Aaaspace PJlysiolo!ical Taining Unit 
363 Med Gp/MG! 
Shaw AFB. SC 291525300 
8039643838 
8039642614 

Aerospace Physiolcgical Tciining Ullit 
325 Med Grp/MGT 
Tyndall AFB, FL 3'24035300 
9045232947 
9045232536 

Aerospace Physiological Training Unit 
9MedGplSGT 
Beak AFB. CA 959031215 
9166348347 
9166348319 

Aerospace Physiological Training Unit 
65<.• Med Gp/SGT 
Eci,a'31'ds AFB, CA 935246175 
80::2774535 
80::2773916 

. Aerospace Physiological Training Unit 
49 Med Gp'MGT 
Houo1:DaD AFB. NM 883308273 
50S4755771 
SOS475m5 

Aampace Physiological Training Unit 
314 Med Gp,'SGT 
Litdc Rock AFB, AR 720997204 
5019887339 
5019887350 

Am,space Physiological Training Unit 
12 Med Sp'SGT 
RmdolphAFB, TX781S0480l 
2106524931 
2106520.S.U 

Am,space Physiological Training Unit 
82 Med Gp'SGT 
Shq,pard AFB, TX 763112139 
8li67627i1 
8176766416 

Aemipace Physiological Training Unit 
71 Med Sq/SGT 
Vmce AFB. OK 737055105 
4052497252 
4052497342 
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Aerospace Physiological Training Unit 
USAFSAMJFP 
BIOoks AFB. TX 782355123 
2105363365 
2105362335 

Aerospace Physiological Training Unit 
92 Med Gp/SGT 
Fairchild AFB, WA 990115406 
5096575406 
5096575045 

Aerospace Physiological Training Unit 
1 Med Gp/MGPT 
Langley AFB. VA 236652080 
8047647827 
8047647828 

Aerospace Physiological Training Unit 
55 Med GplSGT 
OfliJtt AFB, NE 681132160 
4022944400 
4022942816 

Aemspace Physiological Training Unit 
64 Med Sq/SGT 
Reese AFB. TX 794895008 
8068855008 
8068856361 

Aemspace Physiological Training Unit 
60 Med GplSGPH 
Tr.ms AFB, CA 945351800 
7074233987 
7074237416 

Aemspace Physiological Training Unit 
645 Med Gp/SGT 
Wright-Patt AFB, OH 454337007 
5132554566 
5132555253 
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Dear 
I am a doctoral student at Oklahoma State Cniversity in the Department of 

Aviation and Space Education. I am currently undertaking a dissertation srudy 
concerning general aviation pilots. Of special interest is education facilities that offer 
aviation related courses as part of their curricula. 

A review of NTSB accident reports from 1990 through 1993 appear to indicate 
that several accidents have been caused by factors related to aeromedical issues. The 
FAA requires training in aeromedical factors for all pilots but does r:.otspecifically 
recommend a course of study to facilitate learning about these potential problems. This 
study was designed to ascertain the current level of instruction. as weil as to develop a 
unified course of instruction in aeromedical factors. I am soliciting both your opinions 
and your cooperation to help me complete a study concerning general aviation education. 
I would be most grateful for your participation in my survey 

The data provided by you and other institutions that offer aviation-related courses 
will be analyzed. Once gathered and analyzed a copy will be sent to the University 
Aviation Association and copies will be available to all participants. These data should 
provide an excellent cross-section of the educational community's feelings on 
physiological training for student pilots. As an aviation administrator. your inpUI will be 
invaluable. 

Please do not hesitate to call or write if you have any questions or comments. 
Thank you for your advice and assistance in this endeavor. 

Sincerely, 

David M Conway 
300 North Cordell 
Stillwater, OK 74078-0442 

(405)-744-7296 

Kenneth E. Wiggins 
Professor and Head 
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Oklahoma State University 
Aeromedical Factors in General Aviation: A Study of College 

and university Curricula Requirements and Recommendations. 

Please take a few moments to complete the following survey items: 

I. Does your airia:tion edo=ation program :-equire instruction in aeromedical factors? Yes__ No __ (If no. go to # 5) 
If ~-es. how do you pro,ide ae:romedi:::a.l factors instruction? __ Home Study __ Ground School __ College course 

2. Does your program pl'O'\ide formal coa:-.,e training in aeromedical factors'.' Yes_ ?\o _ 
Jfyes. at wbaI level(s)? __ Fresi:unan __ Sophomore __ Junior __ Senior 

__ Otn.=r (please descnbeJ _________ _ 

If yes. please check lhe subjeas taug:bI in yoar aeromedical factors class: 
_ Hypoxia _ Hyper,entilaiion _ Spatial Disorientation 

Vibratioc Motion sickness _ Fatigue 
_ Drugs and AlcollDI Noise _ Oxygen equipment 

Su-ess - Eanh · s aunosphere Gas Laws 
_ IDusions in fligm - Acceleration <G forces) Cirt:ulation 
_ Respimion _ Effeas of pressure changes _ Vision in flight 

_ Decompression sickness _ Cabin pressurization & decompression _ Other ____ _ 

Ifyes. do yoa give semestercndit hams for aeromedi.:al factors instruction? Yes __ No __ 
If yes. ho'I\· many semester :::=it hours are 3'1\·arded? hours 

If yes. what is the lmgth of the course? conraa hours __ or course hours __ or__ semester credit hours 

If yes. who teaches a::romedical fac:ro.rs? __ Certified Flight lnsttuctor __ Adjunct Faculty __ Faculty 
__ Other <please specify/-------

If yes. is the instruaDr in aeromedicai factors specially trained. i.e. a physiologist? Yes__ No __ 

If yes. do yoo use a r.::xtbook for aero-:nedical factors insu-uctions? Yes__ No __ 
If yes. please list in the space below. or on a separate page. all related texts and material used. 

_ . Does your trailling program incorporate tile use of aeromedical training equipment? __ Yes __ No 
If yes. check all that apply: __ Spatial disorientation trainer __ Altitude chamber __ Night vision trainer 

__ Barany chair __ Ox-ygen laboratory __ Other <please specify) ___ _ 

-l-. Does your program _ encourage. _ require. or_ not require students to attend an FAA military. or other 
ph:, siological training facility for a aiurse :n aeromedical factors? 
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5. What is the di&.ance from your training program to the nearest FAA or military physiological training facility'? ___ miles 

6. Do you personally feel formal instruction on aeromedi;::ai factors are (cin:le the appropriate numbered 
reponse): 

ne=sary absolutely necessary 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
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For questions 7 -11 assume you have unlimited resources 

7. From the list below rank order the topics you would include in an aero medical factors course: 

_Hypoxia 
Vibration 

_ Drugs and Alcohol 
Stress 

_ Illusions in flight 
_ Respiration 
_ Decompression sickness 

_ Hyperventilation _ Spatial Disorientation 
Motion sickness Fatigue 
Noise = Oxygen equipment 

_ Earth ·s atmosphere Gas Laws 
Acceleration (G forces) Circulation 

_ Effects of pressure changes _ Vision in flight 
_ Cabin pressurization & decompression _ Other (please list and rank below) 

8. Would you include training in an altitude chamber? Yes __ :S-o __ 
If yes. what ma.'\:imum altitude would you deem appropriate: 
_ 10.000 feet_ 15.000 feet_ 20.000 feet_ 25.000 feet_ 30.000 feet_ 35.000 feet_ Other (please specify) 

9. What do you feel is the optimum undergraduate or graduate le\·el to educate a,iaiion students in aeromedical factors'? 
__ Freshman __ Sophomore __ Junior __ Senior __ Other (please descn"be) _________ _ 

IO. Whom do you feel would be the best person to provide instruction in aeromedical factors? (please rank order/ 
__ Certified Flight Instructor __ Adjunct Faculty __ Faculty __ Omer (please specify)-------
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What educational qualifications would you desire in a aeromedical faaors aaining insuuctor'? (please rank the top three) 
__ Doctor of Medicine (MD.) __ Certified Flight Instructor (CFI) 
__ Doctor of Osteopathy (D.0.) __ Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.Dl 

Doctor of Education (Ed.D) Basic/Advanced Ground Instructor <BGI/AGI) = Militaxy trained Physiologist = Other (please specify) 

11. Describe in the space below what you consider to be an optimum aeromedical training program for college and 
university aviation students and any comments you have concerning this subject (aaach additional pages if necessaI)· 1. 

Return to: Da,id M Conway. 300 Nonrll Cordell Stillwater. OK 7-1.1)74-0042 (405) 744-7296 
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Date: 09-12-94 

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
INSTITUTIONAL REVIEW BOARD 

HUMAN SUBJECTS REVIEW 

IRB#: ED-95--012 

Proposal Title: AVIATION PHYSIOLOGY L'l GENERAL AVIATION: A STL'"DY OF 
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ANY MODIFICATIONS TO APPROVED PROJECT MUST ALSO BE SUBMII"IED RJR.AI!f!'BOV AL. 

Comments. Modifications/Conditions for Approval or Reasons for De:ferral or .Disapp'ovai Jl%Z: as 
follows: 

!);a; Sepa:mber 1.5. 1994 
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